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ABSTRACT
Han, Qian. Ph.D., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State University,
2013. Mining Diversified Decision Trees Across Multiple Datasets to Capture Similarities and
Alignable Differences.

This dissertation studies the problem of mining shared and alignable difference knowledge structures across multiple datasets/applications. Shared and alignable difference knowledge structures are important for identifying analogies between application domains and for
forming new hypothesis in challenging research applications, and for assessing the degree
and types of knowledge-level similarities and differences between application domains for
use in learning transfer.
Generally speaking, shared knowledge structures characterize underlying datasets and
highlight conceptual-level structural similarities among the datasets. This dissertation studies the mining of shared decision trees, which are a special type of shared knowledge structures. We first consider building one shared decision tree with high classification accuracy
and high data distribution similarity for two given datasets. Moreover, it is observed that
one shared decision tree may only present a limited view of shared behaviors between two
given datasets. In order to help users to select from multiple diversified perspectives on
shared knowledge structures, we propose the diversified decision tree set mining problem,
whose goal is to mine a small set of k (≥ 1) diversified high quality shared decision trees.
Besides requiring each tree in the set to have high classification accuracy and highly similar data distributions in the given datasets, different trees in the set are also required to be
highly different from each other. Algorithms are developed to solve both problems. Experimental results on microarray datasets for medicine are reported to evaluate the algorithms,
together with the mined shared decision trees.
This dissertation also introduces and studies the mining of alignable differences. Roughly
speaking, alignable difference knowledge structures indicate significant differences in the
context of a large amount of similarities among two given datasets. This dissertation coniii

siders alignable differences in the form of cross-domain decision trees. An algorithm to
solve this problem is presented. Experimental results on microarray datasets for medicine
are reported to evaluate the algorithm.
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Introduction
This dissertation studies the problem of mining shared and alignable difference knowledge
structures, specially in the form of decision trees, across multiple datasets/applications.
Shared and alignable difference knowledge structures are important for identifying analogies between application domains and for forming new hypothesis in challenging research
applications, and for assessing the degree and types of knowledge-level similarities and
differences between application domains for use in learning transfer.
In this chapter, we present the importance and usefulness of the shared and alignable
difference decision tree mining problems, formulate the proposed problems in general
terms, discuss the novelties and contributions of this dissertation, and then describe the
organization of this dissertation.

1.1

Motivation

Generally speaking, shared knowledge structures characterize underlying datasets and highlight conceptual-level structural similarities among the datasets. This dissertation studies
the mining of shared decision trees, which are a special type of shared knowledge structures. We aim to build shared decision trees with high classification accuracy and high data
distribution similarity. The problem is motivated by the importance and usefulness (1) of
analogy in human reasoning, creative thinking and hypothesis formation, (2) of high level
similarities captured by shared knowledge structures for analogical thinking, and (3) of
1

shared knowledge structures for human understanding transfer across application domains.
The importance and usefulness discussed above are supported by research from psychology
and cognitive science.
Moreover, it is observed that one shared decision tree may only present a limited view
of shared behaviors between two given datasets. In order to help users to select from multiple diversified perspectives on shared knowledge structures, we propose the diversified
decision tree set mining problem, whose goal is to mine a small set of k (≥1) diversified
high quality shared decision trees satisfying these properties: (a) each tree in the set has
(1) high classification accuracy and (2) highly similar data distributions in the two given
datasets, and (b) different trees in the set are highly different from each other. This problem
is related to the diversity of classifiers in ensembles.
While shared decision trees only pay attention to similarities between two given datasets,
alignable difference knowledge structures indicate significant differences in the context of a
large amount of similarities among the datasets. This dissertation introduces the alignable
difference decision tree mining problem in particular, which aims to build an alignable
difference decision tree. Although the importance and usefulness of alignable differences
have been recognized in many fields, such as psychology studies and cognitive research,
there were no previous studies that considered alignable differences in the data mining
field. Therefore, the problem of mining alignable difference decision trees across multiple
datasets is proposed to fill this gap.

1.2

The Shared and Alignable Difference Decision Tree
Mining Problems

In this section, we describe each proposed problem in general terms. This dissertation
assumes that all input datasets contain attribute/feature based tuples (vectors, representing

2

objects) and all tuples have class labels.

1.2.1

The Shared Decision Tree Mining Problem

In general, the basic shared decision tree mining problem is, given two1 datasets D1 and
D2 with identical2 sets of classes and identical sets of attributes, to mine a shared decision
tree T with certain properties. This dissertation will study the shared decision tree mining
problem (SDTP), which mines shared decision tree T with highly similar class distributions
of data at the tree nodes, besides having high accuracy in both D1 , D2 . The SDT-Miner is
developed to solve the SDTP problem.

1.2.2

The Diversified Shared Decision Tree Set Mining Problem

In general, the basic diversified shared decision tree set mining problem (KSDT) is, given
two datasets D1 and D2 with identical sets of classes and identical sets of attributes, to mine
a diversified shared decision tree set with certain properties. Two versions of KSDT-Miner
algorithms for solving this problem are developed in terms of the way to build individual
trees and the tree sets.
PKSDT-Miner Mine k trees in parallel, in the round-robin manner.
SKSDT-Miner Mine subsequent set of trees sequentially, and build each tree at one time.

1.2.3

The Alignable Difference Decision Tree Mining Problem

In general, the basic alignable difference decision tree mining problem (AD2T) is given
two datasets D1 and D2 with identical sets of classes and identical sets of attributes, to
mine alignable difference decision trees with certain properties. AD2T-Miner is proposed
to solve AD2T problem.
1
2

The problems and algorithms can all be generalized to more datasets.
Chapter 3 discusses how to prepare the datasets to meet the “identical” requirements.

3

1.3

Main Novelty

Our work in this dissertation is fairly different from learning transfer [35], both technically and philosophically. Technically, learning transfer is often concerned with building
new classifiers/clusterings/etc for a target dataset by utilizing knowledge structure extracted
from auxiliary/source datasets; to the best of our knowledge, it does not consider mining
shared knowledge structures from the source/target datasets. Moreover, our work assumes
that both source and target datasets have class labels (to enable mining high quality shared
knowledge structures), whereas learning transfer often assumes that the target dataset has
a lack of class labels. Philosophically, the final goal of learning transfer is to utilize source
datasets to build a better classifier/clustering for the target dataset faster. In contrast, the final goal of shared and alignable difference decision tree mining is to use the mined decision
trees to reveal high level similarities and differences and assist human users.
Our problems and main algorithms differ from those in traditional decision tree [39]
mining significantly: We must deal with (1) selecting desirable split attributes from two
datasets, (2) challenges associated with data distribution, (3) challenges associated with
diversified ensemble classifications, (4) challenges related to multi-objective optimization
for dataset pairs with different characteristics, (5) challenges associated with decision tree
quality evaluation.

1.4

Main Contributions

(1) This dissertation motivates and formulates the shared and alignable difference decision
tree (and shared and alignable difference knowledge structure) mining problems. Shared
and alignable difference decision trees represent high level structural similarities and differences, which can help transfer understanding/knowledge between application domains,
help in analogical reasoning and creative thinking, and help users conduct research by anal-

4

ogy, including forming novel hypothesis.
(2) This dissertation introduces the characterizing classification rule set concept as an alternative shared knowledge structure; such rule set can be extracted naturally from shared
decision trees with high data distribution similarity.
(3) This dissertation proposes several quality factors for evaluating the quality of shared
and alignable difference decision trees, including shared accuracy, data distribution (“behavior”), and diversities between tree pairs and among tree sets.
(4) The algorithms introduced in this dissertation use novel ideas to address challenges
caused by the requirements of high accuracy in both datasets and of highly similar or different class distribution of both datasets. Besides these challenges, the two variants of
KSDT-Miner introduced in the dissertation also address challenge caused by the requirement of high diversity among different trees in the tree set.
(5) SDT-Miner, KSDT-Miner, and AD2T-Miner proposed in this dissertation also use a
novel weight-vector pool idea to trade off the objectives associated with multiple requirements, in order to mine high quality decision trees and tree sets in various dataset pairs.
This idea is important, since different dataset pairs often require significantly different emphasis on the multiple objectives and no single weighting works well on all dataset pairs.
(6) This dissertation reports an extensive experimental evaluation on shared and alignable
difference decision tree mining alrightms w.r.t. speed, quality, and weight tradeoff. Moreover, high quality shared and alignable difference decision trees from microarray gene expression data for cancers are presented, either here or in a supplementary paper [12]; those
trees could be useful to domain experts.
We hope that the work in this dissertation will inspire others to work on mining general
shared and alignable difference knowledge structures across multiple datasets.
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1.5

Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 gives an overview on related work. Chapter 3, 4, 5 present the shared decision tree mining problem, the diversified shared decision tree set mining problem, and the
alignable difference decision tree mining problem respectively. Chapter 6 concludes the
dissertation and discusses the future work.
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Related Work
This chapter discusses previous studies related to the shared and alignable difference decision tree mining problems, including (1) learning transfer, (2) applications of knowledge
transfer, (3) AI research on structural mapping, (4) classifier transferability for concordance analysis, (5) theoretic ways to characterize similarity/difference between datasets,
(6) contrast/emerging pattern mining and applications, and (7) diversity of classifiers in
ensembles.

2.1

Learning Transfer

Studies on learning transfer are mainly concerned with using knowledge structures discovered from source datasets for building better knowledge structures in a target dataset/application
faster.
Previous studies in this area did not consider mining shared (or alignable difference)
knowledge structures to maximize their similarity (or alignable difference); this is a key
difference between learning transfer and our proposed work. Moreover, learning transfer
studies often did not consider mining results for direct human consumption.
Reference [35] surveyed studies on transfer learning for classification, regression, and
clustering in machine learning and data mining; it categorized transfer learning under three
main subsettings. (a) In inductive transfer learning, the tasks of source and target are different. (b) In transductive transfer learning, the target domain is different from the source
7

domain; they may have different feature spaces, or different marginal probability distribution or sample bias. (c) In unsupervised transfer learning, labeled data are unavailable in
source and target domains [7].
Learning transfer papers more closely related to our proposed work include: [8] considered structure transfer (also called “deep transfer”) for situations where source and target
data are (i) from different domains/applications and (ii) described by different predicates;
[46] considered mining rules for cross-domain transfer. Both used cross-domain predicate/attribute mappings to capture “equivalence” between predicates/attributes; however,
they did not focus on mining shared knowledge structures.
Transfer learning may actually hinder performance (causing negative transfer) if the
source task and target task are too dissimilar, and it is a recognized challenge to develop methods to detect negative transfer using very little data from the target task [41].
[1] adopted a Bayesian approach that used similarity among model parameters to group
data/tasks.

2.2

Applications of Knowledge Transfer

Many papers in literatures recognized the importance of applying knowledge transfer. Representative papers include [25][36] concerning learning by analogy, [33][37][45] concerning task/procedure transfer, [9] concerning economic policy transfer, [44][34][30] concerning cross-species biological knowledge transfer, etc. Most papers in this group did not
consider mining shared and alignable difference knowledge structures.

2.3

AI Research on Structural Mapping

There has also been AI research on using structural mapping (e.g., [14]) to find analogy.
But that work used textual statements as input, not observation data as we do here.
8

2.4

Classifier Transferability for Concordance Analysis

This dissertation is also related to studies that use transferability of classifiers to measure
cross-platform/laboratory concordance of microarray technology [29]. However, [29] only
used simple classifiers (majority vote by discriminating genes); it did not consider sophisticated ones such as decision trees and did not focus on the shared classifier mining problem.

2.5

Theoretic Ways to Characterize Similarity/Difference

This dissertation is related to (compression based) similarity/difference measures such as
those based on Kolmogorov complexity [28] and minimum message length principle [49].
However, those approaches do not provide highly understandable knowledge structures,
making them less desirable.

2.6

Contrast/Emerging Pattern Mining and Applications

Incidently, this dissertation is somehow related to the study on the mining and application of
contrast/emerging patterns [11][13]; those patterns are concerned with contrasting multiple
classes, and shared decision trees are concerned with contrasting multiple datasets with
classes. Reference [10] discusses various applications of general cross domain similarity
mining. Loosely speaking, the studies on contrast/emerging pattern mining and on shared
knowledge structure mining all fall into the common theme of “comparative mining of
multiple classes/datasets.”

9

2.7

Diversity of Classifiers in Ensembles

It is well known that a committee’s accuracy is greatly influenced by the diversity among
the member classifiers [26]. Therefore, to mine high quality shared decision tree sets,
achieving diversity among trees is very important. Previous studies focus on using feature
(attribute) based diversity (operating features) and data (behavior) based diversity (managing data) to build ensembles (committees) of decision trees.
As examples for feature based diversity, the random subspace method [24] builds diversified ensembles by constructing individual classifiers from random subspaces of available features. CS4 [27] selects distinct tree roots to obtain ensemble diversity. It constructs
a k decision tree ensemble by using each feature whose information gain is among the k
highest, as the root node of exactly one of the trees. Other representative studies on general
feature based diversity of classifier ensembles include [26, 31].
As examples for data based diversity, Bagging [4] creates an ensemble by sampling
with replacement from the original training dataset, to create new training datasets for
the member classifiers. It achieves ensemble diversity via training data randomization.
Boosting [17] builds an ensemble iteratively, in a manner to have new classifiers emphasize
hard-to-classify data examples. Each classifier is created using a set of training data where
each training example has a weight. Examples incorrectly classified by current classifiers
have larger weight for the next iteration. Boosting achieves ensemble diversity by using
data weighting, which is based on classification behavior of classifiers.
There also exist some methods containing both feature and data based diversity. For
example, the Random Forest method [5] uses randomization of both feature set and dataset
to achieve ensemble diversity. For each node of a decision tree, a subset of the available
features is randomly picked as candidate features and the best split among those features is
selected. Moreover, sampling with replacement is used to create the training set of data for
each individual tree.
Although these previous studies recognize that diversity is an important factor in en10

semble classifiers, they only focus on building highly accurate classifier committees on one
dataset. In contrast, this dissertation aims to mine diversified shared and alignable difference knowledge structures across multiple contexts, in order to help human understanding
transfer across application domains, and to offer people different perspectives of these applications. Although it remains to be seen that data based diversity is useful for mining
shared decision tree set problem, we focus on feature based diversity in this dissertation.
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The Shared Decision Tree Mining
Problem
In this chapter, we motivate and formulate the shared decision tree mining problem (SDTP),
define basic concepts for the shared decision tree mining problem, present SDT-Miner and
associated technical methods for solving this problem, and report our experimental results
to evaluate the algorithms.

3.1

Introduction

This section motivates the problem of mining shared decision trees, describes the problem
in general terms, and discusses the novelties and the main contributions of this problem.

3.1.1

Motivations and Usefulness from Multiple Perspectives

The usefulness of shared decision tree mining is based on the observation that a high quality
shared decision tree is a common, easy to understand, and informative knowledge structure, which characterizes all underlying datasets and highlights conceptual-level structural
similarities among the datasets.
The ultimate goal of mining shared decision trees is to assist users to (1) transfer understanding between applications, (2) perform analogy based reasoning and creative think12

ing, and (3) form novel hypothesis in challenging research applications. Such assistance
can facilitate research by analogy. Mining shared decision trees is also useful (4) for assessing the degree and types of knowledge-level similarities between application domains,
which is important in deciding whether learning transfer between the application domains
should be applied to avoid negative learning.
We elaborate on (1–2) below.
(1) Helping transfer user understanding between domains. Consider this hypothetical scenario: Having studied a disease W extensively, John has expert knowledge on W ,
including how the key genes interact in W . Recently he started studying a new, poorly
known, disease P . Two classification rules extracted from a shared decision tree for the
two microarray gene expression datasets, DW and DP , for the two diseases, got his attention1 :
W
r1 : g3 > 55, g8 < 88 → C1 (sW
: 95%), (sPC1 : 32%, cP : 97%);
C1 : 30%, c
W
r2 : g3 > 55, g8 ≥ 88 → C2 (sW
: 94%), (sPC2 : 23%, cP : 96%).
C2 : 25%, c

John’s experience on W tells him that genes g3 and g8 play an important role in the development of W , occurring in a biological pathway important for W . Since the two rules have
almost identical supports and confidences for P as they do for W , he felt that those two
genes may also be very important for P . He focused his effort on understanding the two
genes for P and got rewarded. The shared rules helped John transfer his understanding of
W to improve his understanding of P , and helped him form a new hypothesis.
The usefulness of shared knowledge structures and analogy in understanding transfer
is also demonstrated by examples discussed in (b) below.
(2) Importance of analogy, and of similar structures for analogical reasoning/creative
thinking: John’s experience is not an accident. In fact, (a) psychology and cognitive science studies indicate that analogy plays a vital role in human thinking. Fauconnier [15]
states: “Our conceptual networks are intricately structured by analogical and metaphoriX
C1 and C2 are the two classes in DW and in DP . sX
Cj and c denote resp. the support/confidence of the
rule in class Cj in DX (X ∈ {W, P }).
1
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cal mappings, which play a key role in the synchronic construction of meaning and in its
diachronic evolution. Parts of such mappings are so entrenched in everyday thought and
language that we do not consciously notice them; other parts strike us as novel and creative. The term metaphor is often applied to the latter, highlighting the ... poetic aspects
of the phenomenon.” Gentner and Colhoun [19] agree: “Much of humankind’s remarkable
mental aptitude can be attributed to analogical ability.”
(b) Studies show that analogy plays a vital role in creative thinking. Kepler’s discovery/exposition of the concept of gravity2 was aided by analogy between gravity and light
[21]; research on, and development of protection against, computer virus3 has been assisted
by analogy to biological virus; many useful algorithms and computing concepts, e.g., hill
climbing and simulated annealing, perhaps will not exist if not for the use of analogy.
(c) Psychology/cognitive science studies also show that structural similarity is the
foundation of analogy based thinking [15, 21, 19, 18, 6]. Gentner and Markman [21]
“suggest that both similarity and analogy involve a process of structural alignment and
mapping.” Christie and Gentner [6] suggest, based on psychological experiments, that
“structural alignment processes are crucial in developing new relational abstractions” and
in forming new hypothesis.
The usefulness of knowledge transfer between applications has been widely recognized in many application domains (including education, learning, cognitive sciences, biological sciences, business and economic development) and in the learning transfer area
[35] of data mining/machine learning.
2

Gentner stated [21] that Kepler was a great discoverer and a prolific analogizer.
Adleman, often noted for his contribution to RSA and DNA computing, views [3] his coining of “computer virus” as a noteworthy contribution.
3
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3.1.2

The Shared Decision Tree Mining Problem

In general, the basic shared decision tree mining problem (SDTP) is, given two4 datasets
D1 and D2 with identical sets of classes and identical sets of attributes, to mine a shared
decision tree T with certain properties.
SDTP mines shared decision tree T with highly similar class distributions of data at the
tree nodes, besides having high accuracy in both D1 , D2 .
The shared decision tree mining problem is a special case of shared classifier mining
problem, which is in turn a special case of shared knowledge structure mining problem.
This dissertation chooses to work on mining shared decision tree classifiers, since decision
trees are easy to understand, are widely used, and can be easily converted to informative
(sets of) classification rules.

3.2

Problem Definition and Preliminary Analysis

3.2.1

Preliminaries: Decision Tree and Information Gain

Each internal node of a decision tree (e.g., Figure 3.1) involves a test on its splitting attribute, plus a number of branches (children edges) each labeled with a condition (outcome
of the test); it partitions its associated data into a number of subsets, one per branch. Each
leaf node of the tree has a class label. A decision tree is built from training data, which
consists of tuples with class labels. This dissertation focuses on binary decision trees to
simplify the discussion; the approach and results can be generalized.
The information gain measure is often used for selecting the splitting attributes for
decision trees. Given a dataset D0 with classes C1 , . . . , Cm , the expected information
m
P
needed to classify a tuple in D0 is given by Inf o(D0 ) = − pi log2 (pi ), where pi is the
i=1

probability of a tuple belonging to class Ci .
4

The problems and algorithms can all be generalized to more datasets.
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For binary trees, a splitting attribute A and split value a partition a dataset D0 , using
conditions A ≤ a and A > a,5 into two subsets, D`0 = {t ∈ D0 | t[A] ≤ a} and Dr0 =
{t ∈ D0 | t[A] > a}. The information of this partition is given by Inf o(A, a, D0 ) =
P
|Di0 |
0
0
0
i=`,r |D0 | ×Inf o(Di ), and its information gain is defined by IG(A, a, D ) = Inf o(D )−
Inf o(A, a, D0 ). The attribute and value with the highest information gain for the dataset of
a tree node is chosen as the splitting attribute/value for the node.
Given a node V of a decision tree T for a dataset D, let SD(D, V ) denote the subset
of D for V , defined recursively by the node splitting process.

3.2.2

Basic Concepts for Shared Decision Tree Mining

The two input datasets D1 and D2 for mining shared decision trees should have identical
sets of classes and identical sets of attributes. If D1 and D2 do not have identical classes
and attributes, users will need to provide an 1-to-1 mapping between the classes of the
two datasets, and an 1-to-1 mapping6 between the attributes of the two datasets. The 1to-1 mappings represent real or hypothetical equivalence relations on the classes/attributes.
Mining shared decision trees with hypothetical equivalence relations helps support “whatif” analysis and answers questions such as “what shared decision trees exist for the given
equivalence relations.”
Definition 1. A shared decision tree for a dataset pair D1 and D2 , or (D1 : D2 ), is a
decision tree that can classify data in D1 and data in D2 .
To mine shared decision trees that are highly accurate in both datasets, the shared
classification accuracy is defined as the minimum of the two classification accuracies in
the two given datasets.
5

This dissertation limits our attention to numerical attributes in order to keep the focus on shared decision
tree mining challenges.
6
The attribute mapping can be discovered, e.g., based on data distribution similarity.
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Definition 2. The shared classification accuracy of a shared decision tree T for dataset
pair (D1 : D2 ) is defined as SA(T ) = min(AccD1 (T ), AccD2 (T )), where AccDi (T ) is the
accuracy7 of T on Di .

3.2.3

Behavior and Data Distribution Similarity

We use data distribution similarity (DS) to capture behavior similarity between two datasets
with respect to a shared decision tree. Roughly speaking, DS measures the similarity between the distributions of the classes of data in the two datasets at the nodes of the given
tree.
Formally, the class distribution vector of dataset Di at tree node V is defined by
CDVi (V ) = (Cnt(C1 , Di (V ))), Cnt(C2 , Di (V ))), where Cnt(Cj , Di (V )) = |{t ∈
SD(Di , V ) | t’s class is Cj }|, and SD(Di , V ) is the subset of Di for V (see Section 3.2.1.)
The distribution similarity (DSN ) at node V of a shared decision tree T for (D1 : D2 )
measures the similarity between the CDV s at V , and is defined as the normalized dot
product:
DSN (V ) =

CDV 1 (V ) · CDV 2 (V )
.
kCDV 1 (V )k · kCDV 2 (V )k

Definition 3. The data distribution similarity (DS) of a shared decision tree T for (D1 : D2 )
is defined as DS(T ) =

P

V

DSN (V )
,
n

where V ranges over the nodes of T and n denotes the

number of nodes in T .
We also experimented with other methods to define DS, including one that only considers DSN at the leaf nodes. Since experiments showed that those methods did not lead
to trees with more similar data distribution (based on human inspection), this dissertation
will not pursue them further.
i|
When the datasets are relatively small in number of tuples, one may estimate AccDi (T ) as 1 − |W
|Di | ,
where Wi is the set of tuples classified wrongly at the leaf nodes of T . Our experiments use this method.
Holdout testing can be used when the datasets are large.

7
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3.2.4

Shared Decision Tree Mining Problems

To define the shared decision tree mining problem, a new shared decision tree quality measure is required.
Definition 4. The quality of a shared decision tree T (SDTQ) is defined as the harmonic
mean of DS(T ) and SA(T ), in formula, we have: SDT Q(T ) =

2
1
1
+ SA(T
DS(T )
)

.

Harmonic mean is chosen in that it is a widely used method, and it allows both DS and
SA to play a role. Moreover, this formula does not require any parameters. Other possible
measures are discussed in Section 3.5.8.
We are now ready to define the shared decision tree mining problem.
Definition 5 (SDTP). Given two datasets D1 and D2 with identical sets of classes and
identical sets of attributes, the SDTP is to mine a shared decision tree T with high SDTQ(T ).
For illustration, let us consider datasets D1 and D2 of Table 3.1. Tree T in Figure 3.1
illustrates8 what a high SDT Q shared decision tree is like: it has high shared classification
accuracy (of 100%), and has highly similar data distributions on data from D1 and data
from D2 .

A1
3
2
7

A2
6
2
5

Table 3.1: Two Small Datasets
Dataset D2
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
Dataset D1
5
4
8
3
5
A3 A4 A5 Class
10 16 4 12 15
2 13 4
C1
9
8
5
7
6
9
3 12
C1
12 7 12 4
5
8
8
6
C2
1
5 17 9 10
8
9
9
5 14

8

Class
C1
C1
C1
C1
C2
C2

We draw shared decision tree figures as follows: For each node V , we show CDV1 (V ) for D1 at V ’s
left, show CDV2 (V ) for D2 at V ’s right, and show DSN (V ) below V .
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Figure 3.1: A Shared Decision Tree T between D1 and D2 of Table 3.1

Example shared decision trees mined (by our algorithms) from real (cancer) dataset
pairs are given in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. For each tree, the data of the two datasets have very
similar distributions at the tree nodes and the leaf nodes are very pure (with dominating
majority class).
For completeness, we also define another minor variant of SDTP, called SDTP− ,
which aims to mine shared decision trees with high shared accuracy.
Definition 6 (SDTP− ). Given two datasets D1 and D2 with identical sets of classes and
identical sets of attributes, the SDTP− is to mine a shared decision tree T with high SA(T ).
The SDTP− can be solved using variants of SDTP algorithms, by ignoring the DS factor (using the (1, 0) weight vector). We will not discuss further on algorithms for SDTP− ,
except in Section 3.2.6 and 3.5.10.
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Figure 3.2: Shared Decision Tree Mined from (DH:LM)

3.2.5

Characterizing Classification Rule Set Mining

While the focus of the dissertation is on shared decision tree mining, we now introduce two
other concepts, one involving another candidate shared knowledge structure, and the other
involving the associated mining problem. This is done since shared decision trees mined
using algorithms for the SDTP can naturally generate such shared structures, showing an
advantage over algorithms for the SDTP− .
Definition 7. A characterizing classification rule set (CRS) for a dataset D is a small set R
of classification rules9 that characterizes D, meeting the following requirements:
a The set R forms a highly accurate rule based classifier, and
b the matching10 datasets of different rules in R are highly disjoint, and
9

A classification rule has the form r : φ1 , · · · , φm → Ci (s, c), where φ1 , · · · , φm is the body of the rule,
Ci is the head of the rule, each φj is a condition on an attribute, s is the support of (the body of) the rule, and
c is the confidence of the rule.
10
The matching dataset of a rule r in a dataset D, denoted by mat(r, D), is defined to be the set of tuples
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Figure 3.3: Shared Decision Tree Mined from (BC:LB)

c the matching datasets of rules of R collectively cover almost the entire D.
The “disjoint and cover” requirements ensure that the rule set describes the entire
dataset under consideration and it is “minimally” redundant. The “small” requirement and
the “minimally-redundant” property, make it easy to understand and manually process the
rule set by humans.
Clearly a decision tree can induce a CRS by the natural “path to rule” mapping (i.e., a
path from the root to a leaf represents a classification rule).

3.2.6

SDTP Outperforms SDTP−

High SDT Q shared decision trees mined for the SDT P are more desirable than high SA
shared decision trees mined for the SDT P − in two significant ways (discussed below).
Section 3.5.10 will also use experiments to show how shared decision trees mined for the
SDT P − are worse than those mined for the SDT P .
(1) High SDT Q shared decision trees describe highly similar population structures in
in D that satisfy the body of r.
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the two datasets. In a population structure11 we have a small number of population groups,
defined by corresponding characterizing conditions, with certain support ratio relationship
among the groups. For a decision tree, each node corresponds to a population subgroup.
For a shared decision tree, its nodes capture similar population subgroups, with identical
definition conditions for the two datasets. A high SA shared decision tree may not have
this property.
To illustrate, consider two key nodes in the shared tree mined from (DH : LM )
given in Figure 3.2: the node whose split attribute is D13628 at, and the node whose split
attribute is AB000896 at. The conditions from the tree root to each of the two nodes
characterize a sub-population of DH, and a sub-population of LM . The CDV s of these
nodes indicate that these sub-populations have very similar class ratios, indicating that the
population structures of DH and LM at these key nodes are very similar.
(2) A high SDT Q shared decision tree can give a shared CRS with highly similar
support and confidence values for the rules in the two given datasets. Such shared CRS
captures highly informative high-level similarities. CRS induced by a high SA shared
decision tree (that does not have high DS) often captures much less similarity in the supports/confidences.
To illustrate, let us consider the classification rule set (in Table 3.2) extracted from the
tree mined from (DH:LM) shown in Figure 3.2, and the rule set (in Table 3.3) extracted
from a tree mined from (CN:LM) by an algorithm for the SDT P − (ignoring distribution
similarity). (To make the rules more readable, we only show the first two characters of each
gene name.) Clearly, rules in the first rule set have much similar supports and confidences
in the two datasets than the rules in the second rule set.
11

Population structures have often been used in the literature; e.g., the structure of a country is often
characterized by percentage of people in the 0-14, 14-65, and 65+ groups.
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Table 3.2: Rule Set from a Tree Mined from (DH:LM)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

U 7 ≤ 0.4, D1 ≤ 1.3 → C1 (88.4%,96.4%) (79.2%,100%);
U 7 ≤ 0.4, D1 > 1.3 → C2 (0.8%,100%) (5.2%,80%);
U 7 > 0.4, M 2 ≤ −0.1, AB ≤ 0.6 → C1 (4.4%,100%) (8.3%,100%);
U 7 > 0.4, M 2 ≤ −0.1, AB > 0.6 → C2 (0.8%,100%) (1.0%,100%);
U 7 > 0.4, M 2 > −0.1 → C2 (5.6%,100%) (6.3%,83.3%).

Table 3.3: Rules from Tree Mined from (CN:LM) by an Algorithm for SDT P −
1. J0 ≤ 0.7, L1 ≤ −0.8 → C1 (3.2%,0%) (6.2%,100%);
2. J0 ≤ 0.7, L1 > −0.8, M 7 ≤ −0.1 → C1 (53.2%,100%) (67.7%,100%);
3. J0 ≤ 0.7, L1 > −0.8, M 7 > −0.1, X5 ≤ 0.5 → C2
(3.8%,100%) (9.4%,11.1%);
4. J0 ≤ 0.7, L1 > −0.8, M 7 > −0.1, X5 > 0.5 → C1
(37.4%,97.1%) (7.3%,100%);
5. J0 > 0.7 → C2 (2.4%,100%) (9.4%,100%).

3.3

SDT-Miner: Main Procedures

This section presents Shared Decision Tree Miner (SDT-Miner), to solve the shared decision tree mining problem (SDTP). Detailed discussions on several ideas and techniques of
SDT-Miner are given in the next section.
Although SDT-Miner is structurally similar to traditional decision tree algorithms
such as C4.5, it has quite a few novel ideas.
The most basic operation in shared decision tree building is to select an attribute and
a value to split a tree node. SDT-Miner makes the selection to maximize an objective
function that combines information gain (to be denoted by IG2)12 and data distribution
similarity (DS) on two datasets. It combines them using a weighted sum based on a weight
vector w = (wIG , wDS ), to tradeoff the two factors. Integrating multiple components via
the weighted sum is a common approach, for example, [40] proposes a similarity function
12

One should not confuse IG2 with the standard IG on one dataset. IG2 is defined to help mine high
quality shared decision trees in the next section.
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defined by the weighted sum of three components13 .
SDT-Miner has five inputs: Two datasets D1 and D2 , a set AttrSet of candidate
attributes that can be used in shared trees, a dataset size threshold M inSize for nodesplitting termination, and a weight vector w. SDT-Miner calls SDTNode (Function 1)
recursively to build a shared decision tree.
Algorithm 1. SDT-Miner
Input: (D1 : D2 ): Two datasets
AttrSet: Set of candidate attributes that can be used
M inSize: Dataset size threshold for splitting termination
w = (wIG , wDS ): Weight vector on IG2 and DS
Output: A shared decision tree for D1 and D2
Method:
1. Create root node V ;
2. Call SDTNode(V, D1 , D2 , AttrSet, M inSize, w);
3. Output the shared decision tree rooted at V .

SDTNode splits the data of a tree node V by picking the best split attribute and split
value that optimize the ID scoring function defined by

ID(A, aV ) = wIG ∗ IG2(A, aV ) + wDS ∗ DSN (A, aV ),

where A and aV are resp. a candidate splitting attribute and value, and DSN (A, aV ) is
defined as the average of the two DSN values for the two children nodes of V when A
and aV are used to split V . Both IG2 and DSN use the two datasets D10 and D20 for V .
SDTNode also needs, strictly speaking, the sizes of the complete input datasets D1 and
D2 of SDT-Miner, which are omitted in the parameter list for the sake of simplicity.
We now give more details about the SDTNode function.
(1) SDTNode uses (line 1) another function, TerminateCheck, to determine if splitting should terminate for the given node V . We designed TerminateCheck in order to
13

The three components include synonym set, distinguish features and semantic neighborhoods.
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Function 1. SDTNode(V, D10 , D20 , AttrSet, M inSize, w)
1. If TerminateCheck(V, D10 , D20 , M inSize, AttrSet) then assign
the majority class in D10 and D20 as class label of V and return;
2. Select the attribute B and value bV that maximize ID, that is
ID(B,bV ) = max{ID(A,aV ) | A ∈ AttrSet, and aV is a common
candidate split value for A at V };
// use B and bV as the splitting attribute/value for V
// compute the left subtree of V
3. Create left child node Vl of V , with “B ≤ bV ” as the corresponding
edge’s label, let Dil0 = {t ∈ Di0 | t satisfies “B ≤ bV ”} for i = 1, 2,
0
0
, AttrSet − {B}, MinSize, w);
, D2l
and call SDTNode(Vl , D1l
// compute the right subtree of V
4. Create right child node Vr of V , with “B > bV ” as the corresponding
0
edge’s label, let Dir
= {t ∈ Di0 | t satisfies “B > bV ”} for i = 1, 2,
0
0
and call SDTNode(Vr , D1r
, D2r
, AttrSet − {B}, MinSize, w).

avoid overfitting and to obtain simpler high quality shared decision trees. Details are given
in the next section.
(2) We determine the majority class of a node V (line 1) as follows. (This is somehow
different from the treatment used in standard decision tree building algorithms for one
dataset.) When the majority classes of the two datasets for V are the same, we simply
pick that majority class as the class label for V . Otherwise, we determine the class label
of V in a way to minimize the overall error rate, considering both datasets. Let D1 and
D2 be the two complete input datasets for SDT-Miner, let C1 and C2 be their two classes,
and let D10 and D20 be respectively the subsets of D1 and D2 for V . We define the error
rate for Dj0 when Ci is the class label assigned to V as ER(Ci , Dj0 ) =

|Wj |
,
|Dj |

where Wj

is the set of tuples in Dj0 that would be wrongly classified. Then we pick the class Ck
P
P
P
such that 2i=1 ER(Ck , Di0 ) = min( 2i=1 ER(C1 , Di0 ), 2i=1 ER(C2 , Di0 )) as the class
label for V . For example, suppose |D1 | = 90, |D2 | = 60, the class distribution of D10 is
(C1 :12, C2 :3), and that of D20 is (C1 :1, C2 :5). Then ER(C1 , D10 ) =

3
,
90

ER(C2 , D10 ) =

12
,
90

5
1
ER(C1 , D20 ) = 60
, and ER(C2 , D20 ) = 60
. We pick C1 as the class label for V , since
P2
P
2
3
5
21
12
1
27
0
0
i=1 ER(C1 , Di ) = 90 + 60 = 180 <
i=1 ER(C2 , Di ) = 90 + 60 = 180 .
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(3) Selecting B and bV to maximize ID (line 2) helps ensure that the split attribute/value
have high IG2 and DS. It turns out that there are several methods (discussed in the next
section) to define IG2, leading to significant difference in performance. Experiments confirmed that this heuristic for selecting splitting attribute/value plus the judicious selection
of IG2 definition can help us find high quality shared decision trees.
(4) Experiments show that the best shared decision trees mined by SDT-Miner from
different dataset pairs use different weight vectors. Thus, different dataset pairs have different characteristics with respect to the relationship between IG2 and DS. Section 3.4 will
present several pools of weight vectors to help mine (near) optimal shared decision trees
efficiently.
(5) The candidate common split values for an attribute A at V (the last part of line 2)
are determined by considering the A values in both datasets for V . They are the middle
points between consecutive A values in the two datasets: If v1 , v2 , . . . , vn are the distinct
values of A in D10 ∪ D20 listed in increasing order, then each (vi , vi+1 )/2 is a candidate
common split value.
(6) Removing B from AttrSet for the children nodes (lines 3 and 4) ensures that no
attribute is used more than once on any root-to-leaf path.

3.4

SDT-Miner: Subroutines

We now present several technical ideas used by SDT-Miner, including (1) ways to define
IG2, (2) how to avoid overfitting and encourage building simpler trees, (3) the design of
TerminateCheck, (4) several weight vector pools. Some are used by SDT-Miner, while the
others are competing ideas.
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3.4.1

Defining Information Gain (IG2) for Two Datasets

To select splitting attributes in mining high quality shared decision trees, we need to define
the information gain IG2 for two datasets. This can be done in several ways, depending on
how the two datasets are treated.
More specifically, let A be a candidate splitting attribute and a an associated split value
for a dataset pair (D10 : D20 ) for a given tree node. (a) The union-based information gain
treats the two datasets as one:

IG2u (A, a, D10 , D20 ) = IG(A, a, D10 ∪ D20 ).

(b) The average-based information gain on the two datasets is defined as the average of the
information gain on the two datasets as follows:

IG2avg (A, a, D10 , D20 ) = avg(IG(A, a, D10 ), IG(A, a, D20 )).

(c) Similarly, the minimum-based information gain uses the minimum of the two information gains:

IG2min (A, a, D10 , D20 ) = min(IG(A, a, D10 ), IG(A, a, D20 )).

Experiments showed that the IG2u method is the best, when used in combination with
the DS factor. SDT-Miner uses the IG2u method.
The IG2avg method is poor because it may give a relatively high IG2avg value when
one of the two component IGs is very high and the other is very low; preference of such
attributes may lead to shared decision trees with low SA values since each leaf tree node
may be very inaccurate in one dataset.
The IG2min method has the following weakness: When two competing attributes A1
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and A2 have similar IG2min values, their IG values in the two datasets can behave very
differently and their IG2avg values are very different. For example, consider the case where
IG of A1 in D1 and D2 are respectively 0.2 and 0.5, and IG of A2 in D1 and D2 are
respectively 0.21 and 0.3; the IG2min method may fail to select the better attribute A1 (A1
will lead better shared decision trees with higher SA values).

3.4.2

Avoid Overfitting and Encourage Simpler Trees

We want SDT-Miner to be able to build simple trees and avoid “overfitting” trees. (Tree
simplicity, often measured by tree height and number of (leaf) nodes [32, 16], has been
considered as a factor on the quality of decision trees on a single dataset; preferring simpler
trees is also consistent with the principle of Occam’s razor.) We use two techniques to
achieve that goal.
(1) When the number of available attribtues is large, we recommend to restrict the
candidate attributes that can be used in shared decision trees, to those shared attributes
whose IG is ranked high in the two given datasets. This avoids using non-discriminative
attributes that may happen to be locally discriminative for the data of a given tree node.
(2) We stop node splitting for a given tree node when at least one dataset for the node
is small or when at least one of the datasets is pure. These are handled by the TerminateCheck function discussed in the next section.

3.4.3

TerminateCheck

The TerminateCheck(V , D10 , D20 , M inSize, AttrSet) function returns “true” if at least
one of three conditions is true: (a) AttrSet is empty (and hence all attributes have been
used in the path from the root of the tree to V ). (b) Either |D10 | ≤ M inSize or |D20 | ≤
M inSize. (c) At least one of D10 and D20 is pure14 (T 1P ), or both D10 and D20 are pure
14

A dataset is pure if all of its tuples belong to a common class.
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(T 2P ). TerminateCheck can use either T 1P or T 2P .
Function 2. TerminateCheck(V , D10 , D20 , M inSize, AttrSet)
1. Return true if at least one of (a)–(c) is true:
(a) AttrSet = ∅;
(b) |D10 | ≤ M inSize or |D20 | ≤ M inSize;
(c) The purity test returns true;
2. Return false.

There are two options for the purity test, namely T 1P : at least one of D10 and D20 is
pure, and T 2P : both D10 and D20 are pure. While any option can be used, SDT-Miner uses
T 1P , since experiments indicate that T 2P often leads to significantly lower data distribution similarity and it only occasionally leads to slightly better shared accuracy. T 2P ’s poor
performance can be attributed to its encouraging node splitting when one dataset is pure.
Condition (a) is identical to the normal splitting termination condition for traditional
decision tree construction. Conditions (b) and (c) are new ideas designed to deal with the
subtleties due to the presence of two datasets.
In general, for dataset pairs (D1 : D2 ) with small datasets (having less than 150
tuples), 3 is a reasonable M inSize value; for other dataset pairs, we normally choose
M inSize = 0.02 ∗ min(|D1 |, |D2 |).

3.4.4

Weight Vector Pools

As will be seen in the experiment section, different dataset pairs have different characteristics in terms of how the IG2 and DS factors (associated with the attributes to be selected in
the optimal shared decision trees) relate to each other. In order to mine an optimal shared
decision tree, SDT-Miner needs to give appropriate weight to IG2 and DS using a weight
vector, based on this relationship.15 Clearly it is computationally infeasible to consider all
15

It is interesting to investigate whether one can determine this relationship for a dataset pair efficiently,
without running SDT-Miner.
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possible weight vectors. We address this by using a small pool of well spaced weight vectors, to help SDT-Miner explore the possibilities of the relationship between IG2 and DS
to mine high quality shared trees.
Naturally we want to find a small weight vector pool that can help us mine near optimal
shared decision trees in various dataset pairs. To that end, we will consider several weight
vector pools. The two weights in a weight vector (wIG , wDS ) in a given pool are required
to satisfy 0 < wIG , wDS < 1, wIG + wDS = 1, and wIG , wDS take values in a particular
weight value set. (We ignore weight vectors with a 0 weight, since their ignoring of one
factor usually leads to very poor performance.) Each weight value set contains 0.1 and has
a fixed step size δ > 0. Let W V P (δ) denote the weight vector pool for δ. We consider
four weight vector pools, for δ = 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05.
W V P (0.4) = {(0.1, 0.9), (0.5, 0.5), (0.9, 0.1)}, with the weight value set
being {0, 1, 0.5, 0.9}.
W V P (0.2) = {(0.1, 0.9), (0.3, 0.7), (0.5, 0.5), (0.7, 0.3), (0.9, 0.1)}, with
the weight value set being {0, 1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}.
W V P (0.1) = {(0.1, 0.9), (0.2, 0.8), (0.3, 0.7), (0.4, 0.6), (0.5, 0.5), (0.6, 0.4),
(0.7, 0.3), (0.8, 0.2), (0.9, 0.1)}, with the weight value set
being {0, 1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}.
W V P (0.05) contains 19 weight vectors, with the weight value set being
{x | x is a multiple of 0.05 and 0 < x < 1} (with 19 values).

3.5

Experimental Evaluation

This section uses experimental results to evaluate SDT-Miner on Microarray Datasets.
Specifically, after describing the datasets and the impact of preprocessing, this section
demonstrates that (1) SDT-Miner is able to mine high quality shared decision trees; (2)
SDT-Miner’s techniques are better than baseline algorithms and competing ones, and (3)
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SDT-Miner is scalable w.r.t. number of tuples/attributes. It discusses (4) how SDT-Miner
performs when it uses a single weight vector, and (5) how it performs when it uses multiple
weight vectors from weight vector pools. Different quality evaluation measures are also
discussed.
For the experiments in this dissertation, we set M inSize = 3 and AttrSet = {A |
rank1 (A) + rank2 (A) is among the smallest 20% of all shared attributes, where ranki (A)
is the position of A when Di ’s attributes are listed in decreasing IG order}. SDT-Miner
uses T 1P and IG2u . The W V P (0.1) weight vector pool is used by default. Experiments
were conducted on a 2.20 GHz AMD Athlon with 3 GB memory running Windows XP.
The codes were implemented in Matlab.

3.5.1

Microarray Datasets

The experiments in this dissertation use the six real-world microarray gene expression
datasets given in Table 3.4,16 concerning cancers (3) and disease treatment outcome (3,
marked by *). The two classes for cancers are usually normal and tumor; the two classes
for treatment-outcome datasets vary, and they are usually synonyms of desirable and undesirable.17 Each tuple in such a dataset is a microarray measurement of a patient tissue
sample and each column is the expression level for a gene in that sample. We normalize
the data so that each column of each dataset has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
(One can use other preprocessing methods appropriate for the application.)
We use the ArrayTrack software [47] to identify shared (equivalent) attributes. We
consider two genes as shared if they have different names for the same gene, used by the
two gene name systems for the two datasets. (One can use other methods to establish
other equivalence relations between genes/attributes.) Table 3.5 lists the number of shared
16

References for the datasets: BC [48], CN [38], DH [42], LB [22], LM [2], PC [43].
The first and second classes of the datasets are: ‘relapse” and “non-relapse” for BC, “class 1” and “class
0” for CN, “cured” and “fatal” for DH, “MPM” and “ADCA” for LB, “tumor” and “normal” for LM, and
“tumor” and “normal” for PC.
17
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Table 3.4: Names and Numbers of Tuples/Attributes of Datasets
Dataset
No. of Tuples
Breast Cancer (BC)
97
Central Nervous System* (CN)
60
DLBCL-Harvard* (DH)
58
Lung Cancer-BAWH (LB)
181
Lung Cancer-Michigan* (LM)
96
Prostate Cancer (PC)
136

No. of Attributes
24481
7129
7129
12533
7129
12600

attributes for the 15 dataset pairs. Dataset pairs (e.g., (BC:CN), (BC:DH), and (BC:LM))
listed in a common row have the same number of shared attributes, since CN, DH, and LM
share a common attribute list.
Table 3.5: Number of Shared Attributes between Dataset Pairs
Dataset Pair
(BC:CN), (BC:DH), (BC:LM)
(CN:DH), (CN:LM), (DH:LM)
(CN:LB), (DH:LB), (LB:LM)
(CN:PC), (DH:PC), (LM:PC)
(BC:LB)
(BC:PC)
(LB:PC)

No. of Shared Attributes
5114
7129
5313
5317
8123
8124
9030

For each dataset pair, our experiments used the class pairing where the first classes (as
given in the footnote earlier) of the two datasets are considered equivalent, and their second
classes are considered equivalent.

3.5.2

Impact of Preprocessing: Equalizing Class Ratios

Instead of inputting original dataset pairs to SDT-Miner, one can also use the option of
equalizing class ratios (ECR). Let NECR be the option for algorithms omitting ECR. Experiments demonstrate that ECR (which SDT-Miner uses) is more desirable since it makes
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the quality score among different dataset pairs more comparable.
In some dataset pairs the two datasets have extremely different class ratios (defined
below). The class ratio of a dataset is likely an artifact of the data collection process and
may not have practical implications. However, the class ratio difference can make it hard
to compare quality values for shared trees mined from different dataset pairs. To eliminate the difference, our SDT-Miner can equalize class ratios by using18 the sampling with
replacement method to replicate tuples.
To show the impact of preprocessing, we need to define how tuples are replicated to
get (nearly) equal class ratios. Suppose D1 and D2 are the datasets, each with two classes
C1 and C2 . Without loss of generality, assume |D1 | < |D2 |. Let sij be the number of
tuples of Di ’s Cj class, and let ri =

si1
si2

be the class ratio of Di . If r1 > r2 then we use

sampling with replacement to select d sr112 − s21 e tuples of C2 of D1 and add them to C2
of D1 ; otherwise we similarly replicate ds21 · r2 − s11 e tuples of C1 of D1 . Experiments
indicate that this transformation affects the mined tree quality by about 3%, and the best
trees mined from the modified datasets may be somehow different from the best trees mined
from the original datasets.
Table 3.6 shows the quality values for trees mined from SDT-Miner using option ECR
or NECR. The quality values for ECR are higher than NECR for most cases, and that is
also true on average. Occasionally, NECR has higher (marked by *) quality values.
18

This step is optional. Our algorithms can be applied without applying it to the data.
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Table 3.6: Quality Values for Options ECR and NECR
Dataset Pair SDT Q(ECR)
(BC:CN)
0.96
(BC:LB)
0.94
(CN:LB)
0.96
(DH:LM)
0.98
(LB:PC)
0.93
(LM:PC)
0.88
Average
0.93

SDT Q(N ECR)
0.93
0.93
0.90
0.73
0.96*
0.96*
0.90

It is observed that ECR may cause significant quality changes for mined trees, especially for some dataset pairs including LB and LM. This can be explained by the extremely
unbalanced class distributions in LB and LM, shown in Table 3.7. To compensate the huge
class ratio distances, ECR replicates a large amount of tuples and adds them to the original
datasets, which leads to enormous differences between the modified and original dataset
pairs. Thus the shared decision trees mined using ECR are quite dissimilar with those
mined using NECR.
Table 3.7: Class Distributions for Datasets
Dataset
BC
CN
DH
LB
LM
PC

Total No. of
Tuples
97
60
58
181
96
136

No. of Tuples
in Class 1
46
21
32
31
86
77

No. of Tuples
in Class 2
51
39
26
150
10
59

As discussed above, ECR is able to increase the quality scores on average, meanwhile, it may also result in changes of mined trees, particularly for two datasets involving
large class distribution differences. Hence, we recommend users to apply ECR when class
distributions of two datasets are nearly balanced; otherwise, NECR may be a better choice.
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3.5.3

SDT-Miner Mines High Quality Shared Decision Trees

SDT-Miner is designed to mine shared decision trees with high quality. This section uses
experiments to demonstrate that SDT-Miner does well in meeting that goal, based on the
quality scores achieved by SDT-Miner and high quality shared trees mined from microarray
dataset pairs.
Table 3.8 lists the quality scores19 , and the associated DS and SA values, of the best
shared decision trees mined by SDT-Miner from the dataset pairs listed in Table 3.5. (The
last column will be explained later.) The quality scores’ range and average are [0.84, 0.98],
0.93 resp.; range and average of DS are [0.79, 0.99], 0.95 resp.; range and average of SA
are [0.74, 0.98], 0.92 resp.
Table 3.8: Quality of Best Shared Trees Mined by SDT-Miner
Dataset Pair
BC: CN
BC: DH
BC: LB
BC: LM
BC: PC
CN: DH
CN: LB
CN: LM
CN: PC
DH: LB
DH: LM
DH: PC
LB: LM
LB: PC
LM: PC
Average*

DS
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.95
0.98
0.98
0.79
0.96
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.84
0.89
0.95
0.95

SA
0.95
0.97
0.89
0.74
0.95
0.93
0.95
0.92
0.92
0.89
0.97
0.94
0.92
0.98
0.82
0.92

SDTQ
0.96
0.97
0.94
0.84
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.85
0.94
0.94
0.98
0.95
0.88
0.93
0.88
0.93

AG
0.05
0.03
0.11
0.26
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.15
0.06
0.06
0.02
0.05
0.12
0.07
0.12
0.08

Figures 3.3 and 3.2 show shared decision trees mined by SDT-Miner from dataset
pairs (BC:LB) and (DH:LM). The two trees both have fairly high DS, SA and quality
19

Harmonic mean is used to calculate the quality scores for our SDT-Miner, and other possible quality
measures are introduced later.
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scores. For each tree, the data of the two corresponding datasets have very similar distributions at the tree nodes and the leaf nodes are very pure (with dominating majority classes).
Clearly we cannot expect to find shared decision trees with quality score > 0.9 for all
dataset pairs; we can only hope to mine shared decision trees with near optimal quality for
given dataset pairs. Interestingly, for certain dataset pairs, the best SDT Q values of mined
shared trees can be as low as 0.24 (Section 3.6).

3.5.4

Baseline Algorithms: ISDT-Miner and USDT-Miner

Instead of SDT-Miner, people may attempt to use methods adapted from C4.5 algorithms
to mine shared decision trees. This section considers such algorithms, ISDT-Miner and
USDT-Miner, as baseline algorithms, and uses experiments to demonstrate that the performance of SDT-Miner outperforms ISDT-Miner and USDT-Miner.
Let (D1 : D2 ) be a dataset pair. The first baseline algorithm ISDT-Miner finds a
decision tree Ti for each Di , and then selects the Tj out of T1 and T2 that has a higher SA
as the shared decision tree. The second one USDT-Miner mines a decision tree T for the
dataset D1 ∪ D2 as the shared tree for D1 and D2 . (USDT-Miner is slightly different from
the variant of SDT-Miner using IG2u and ignoring DS, since it does not use T 1P or T 2P .)
Table 3.9 lists the average quality values on all dataset pairs for the trees mined from
two baseline algorithms and SDT-Miner. It shows that the average DS, SA, and SDT Q
values achieved by SDT-Miner are significantly higher than ISDT-Miner and USDT-Miner.
Table 3.9: Average Quality for Baseline Algorithms and SDT-Miner
DS
ISDT-Miner 0.58
USDT-Miner 0.91
SDT-Miner 0.95
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SA SDTQ
0.65 0.61
0.80 0.85
0.92 0.93

3.5.5

SDT-Miner’s Techniques Outperform Competing Ones

This section uses experimental results to demonstrate that the techniques used by SDTMiner outperform the competing techniques we examined. For a given weight vector,
SDT-Miner uses the T 1P termination option and it finds the best splitting attributes by
computing IG2 using IG2u . The competing techniques include the T 2P termination option
and other ways to compute IG2. We also briefly discuss several other inferior methods.

Termination Options: T 1P Outperforms T 2P
Instead of T1P, one can also use the T2P termination option, in SDT-Miner’s TerminateCheck function. Recall that T 1P says “terminate when at least one dataset is pure” and
T 2P says “terminate when both datasets are pure”. Experiments demonstrate that T 1P
(which SDT-Miner uses) is better.
Table 3.10 shows the DS and SA values for the trees mined when T1P or T2P is used20 .
In all cases the DS values of the trees mined using T1P are higher (often significantly,
marked by *) than those mined using T2P, and that is also true on average. On the other
hand, the SA values of the trees mined using T2P are sometimes much higher (marked by
*) than those mined using T1P. Importantly, it can be verified using the DS and SA values
in the table that, for all dataset pairs, T 1P is the better option yielding higher quality trees.
T 2P ’s poor performance is clearly associated with the fact that it encourages node splitting
when only one dataset is pure.

IG2 Methods: Union Way Outperforms Others
Instead of the IG2u way, one may also compute IG2 by taking the average or minimum of
the IGs on the two given datasets. Experiments demonstrate that IG2u (which SDT-Miner
uses) is better.
20

The table lists the best quality values of trees mined using the W V P (0.1) pool.
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Table 3.10: DS and SA Quality Values for Options T1P and T2P
Dataset Pair DS(T 1P )
(BC:CN)
0.98*
(BC:DH)
0.98*
(BC:LB)
0.99*
(BC:LM)
0.97*
(BC:PC)
0.95
(CN:DH)
0.98*
(CN:LB)
0.98*
(CN:LM)
0.79*
(CN:PC)
0.96*
(DH:LB)
0.99*
(DH:LM)
0.99*
(DH:PC)
0.96*
(LB:LM)
0.84*
(LB:PC)
0.89*
(LM:PC)
0.95*
Average*
0.95*

SA(T 1P ) DS(T 2P )
0.95
0.88
0.97
0.85
0.89
0.82
0.74
0.91
0.95
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.95
0.91
0.92
0.70
0.92
0.87
0.89
0.82
0.97
0.76
0.94
0.92
0.92
0.77
0.98
0.76
0.82
0.79
0.92
0.84

SA(T 2P )
0.97
0.96
0.93*
0.71
0.94
0.98*
0.94
0.96*
0.87
0.93*
0.91
0.93
0.93
0.96
0.82
0.92

Table 3.11 lists the shared tree quality achieved by SDT-Miner and by its variants
(denoted by IG2avg and IG2min respectively) that replaces the IG2u method using IG2avg
and IG2min respectively. All methods use the weight vector (0.5, 0.5). The tree quality
achieved by SDT-Miner is better for all but two of the dataset pairs, and the average quality
achieved by SDT-Miner is 0.91, much better than that of 0.72 (0.78) achieved by IG2avg
(IG2min ).
Table 3.11: Quality Comparison of Shared Trees Mined by Three Methods
Dataset Pair SDT-Miner
(BC:CN)
0.92
(BC:DH)
0.96
(BC:LB)
0.90
(BC:LM)
0.80
(BC:PC)
0.95
Average*
0.91
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IG2avg
0.75
0.70
0.82
0.55
0.69
0.72

IG2min
0.81
0.71
0.72
0.62
0.77
0.78

Roughly speaking, the quality of a shared tree can be mainly reflected in two aspects:
(a) Does the tree contain many “inverted nodes”? A node is inverted if the two datasets’
majority classes at the node are different. (b) Does the tree contain many nodes with many
wrongly classified tuples?
We now illustrate that the SDT-Miner is better than IG2avg , by analyzing the shared
decision trees mined, w.r.t. the above two aspects, from the specific dataset pair (LM:PC).
First, the shared decision tree mined by SDT-Miner (Figure 3.4) does not contain any
inverted nodes and has very few wrongly classified tuples. In contrast, the shared decision
tree mined by IG2avg (Figure 3.5) contains a node with a large number of wrongly classified
tuples. This happened because, even though the average IG of the root splitting attribute
(ANGPT1) in the two datasets is a fairly high 0.48, its IG value in the second dataset is
an extremely low number 0.02. The accuracy of the tree on the second dataset is very low,
leading to a poor overall quality.

Figure 3.4: Shared Decision Tree Mined by SDT-Miner from (LM:PC)
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Figure 3.5: Shared Decision Tree Mined by IG2avg from (LM:PC)

3.5.6

SDT-Miner Using One Weight Vector

This section examines the performance of SDT-Miner using a single weight vector from
W V P (0.1). Experiments show that (a) the choice of weight vector has significant impact
on the mined tree’s quality, and (b) no individual weight vector is the best for all dataset
pairs. We also discuss which weight vectors may be best for what kind of dataset pairs.
Table 3.12 lists the “best” weight vectors, which when used by SDT-Miner produces
the highest quality trees, the “worst” weight vectors producing the lowest quality trees, and
the relative improvement of the best quality over the worst. The table contains 11 dataset
pairs; the four others are omitted since all weight vectors give identical quality scores of
mined trees.
For (a), we can see that the average relative improvement is an impressive 8.8% and
the largest is 29.6%. Hence the choice of weight vector has significant impact on the quality
of the trees mined by SDT-Miner.
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Table 3.12: Best/Worst Weight Vectors
Dataset
Pair
(BC:CN)
(BC:DH)
(BC:LB)
(BC:LM)
(BC:PC)
(CN:DH)
(CN:LB)
(DH:LB)
(DH:LM)
(DH:PC)
(LB:LM)
Average

Best
Weight Vector
(0.1,0.9)
(0.9,0.1)
(0.1,0.9)
(0.1,0.9)
(0.5,0.5)
(0.5,0.5)
(0.1,0.9)
(0.3,0.7)
(0.9,0.1)
(0.5,0.5)
(0.1,0.9)

Worst
Relative Quality
Weight Vector
Improvement
(0.6,0.4)
4.5%
(0.1,0.9)
3.3%
(0.9,0.1)
3.5%
(0.3,0.7)
29.6%
(0.2,0.8)
4.1%
(0.9,0.1)
4.0%
(0.9,0.1)
8.4%
(0.9,0.1)
3.5%
(0.1,0.9)
7.4%
(0.1,0.9)
5.9%
(0.9,0.1)
22.5%
8.8%

For (b), we can see from Table 3.12 that no single weight vector is the best weight
vector for all dataset pairs. This indicates that different dataset pairs have different characteristics in terms of how IG2 and DS for given attributes relate to each other, and hence
different dataset pairs require different weight vectors. It is interesting to note that (0.1,0.9)
is the best weight vector for the largest number of dataset pairs in the table, and the best
weight vectors all belong to {(0.1, 0.9), (0.3, 0.7), (0.5, 0.5), (0.9, 0.1)}.
We now discuss which weight vectors may be better suited for which kinds of dataset
pairs. There are three cases. (A) For some dataset pairs (namely (CN:LM), (CN:PC),
(LB:PC), (LM:PC)), the choice of weight vectors makes no difference, as all nine weight
vectors in the W V P (0.1) pool lead to the same quality values for each dataset pair. An
analysis on those dataset pairs and their best trees indicates that the IG2 and DS of splitting
attributes in the mined shared decision trees are much higher than the other attributes.
(B) For some dataset pairs (e.g., (BC:DH) and (DH:LM)), weight vectors with high
IG2 weight (and low DS weight) tend to yield high quality shared trees.
In contrast, (C) for some dataset pairs (e.g., (BC:CN), (BC:LB), (BC:LM), (CN:LB),
(DH:LB), (LB:LM)), weight vectors with high DS weight (and low IG2 weight) tend to
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yield high quality shared trees. Our analysis indicates that, the IG2 of attributes in the
mined shared decision trees for dataset pairs of the (B) case tends to be relatively low,
compared against the IG2 of attributes in the mined shared decision trees for dataset pairs
of the (C) case. (The IG2 of attributes not in the mined shared decision trees for the two
cases are quite similar.)
Interestingly, Table 3.12 also shows that the best/worst weight vectors for each dataset
pair often have opposing IG/DS preferences/bias.

3.5.7

SDT-Miner Using Multiple Weight Vectors

We now discuss how using multiple weight vectors can lead to superior performance than
using single weight vector, and discuss how to efficiently mine the best shared trees using
small pools of weight vectors.
Table 3.13 shows the relative improvement of the tree quality obtained by the best
weight vector from the W V P (0.1) weight vector pool over the quality obtained by a single
weight vector. Since certain weight vectors behave quite similarly to some others, this table
includes only four weight vectors, namely (0.1,0.9), (0.3,0.7), (0.5,0.5), (0.9,0.1). Again
the table contains 11 dataset pairs; the other four dataset pairs are omitted since different
weight vectors do not lead to any difference in the quality of the mined trees.
The table shows the approach of selecting the best tree mined by different weight
vectors leads to better performance than the approach of using a single weight vector. Indeed, the average relative quality improvement of “best from all weight vectors” over the
weight vector (0.1,0.9) for all dataset pairs is 2.0%, over (0.3,0.7) is 6.7%, over (0.5,0.5) is
3.5%, and over (0.9,0.1) is 4.4%. For some dataset pairs, the relative improvement is about
29.6%.
As discussed earlier, Table 3.12 shows that the best weight vectors for the dataset pairs
in our experiments belong to the set of {(0.1, 0.9), (0.3, 0.7), (0.5, 0.5), (0.9, 0.1)}. Hence
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Table 3.13: Using Multiple Weight Vectors vs Using Single Weight Vector
Dataset Pair
(BC:CN)
(BC:DH)
(BC:LB)
(BC:LM)
(BC:PC)
(CN:DH)
(CN:LB)
(DH:LB)
(DH:LM)
(DH:PC)
(LB:LM)
Average

(0.1,0.9)
0%
3.3%
0%
0%
1.6%
4%
0%
0%
7.4%
5.9%
0%
2.0%

(0.3,0.7)
4.5%
2.0%
3.5%
29.6%
0%
4%
0%
0%
1.6%
5.9%
22.5%
6.7%

(0.5,0.5)
4.5%
0%
3.5%
4.8%
0%
0%
0%
1.9%
1.6%
0%
22.5%
3.5%

(0.9,0.1)
0%
0%
3.5%
4.8%
1.7%
2.3%
8.4%
3.5%
0%
1.2%
22.5%
4.4%

this reduced pool of weight vectors can serve as a substitute weight vector pool for more
efficient computation to mine high quality shared trees. It should be pointed out that the
best weight vector for other dataset pairs may not belong to this reduced set in general, and
users may still want to consider the nine vector pool if they have enough computation time
to ensure that they find the highest quality tree.
We also performed experiments to compare the performance of all four weight vector pools listed in Section 3.4.4. The W V P (0.2) pool yields better shared trees than the
W V P (0.4) pool only on one dataset pair (by 1.0%), and the W V P (0.05) pool gives the
same best shared trees as the W V P (0.1) pool and the W V P (0.2) pool. Based on these,
it can be said that the W V P (0.2) and W V P (0.4) pools are good candidates for use when
time is tight, since they are relatively small in size and yields good performance. If a user
only wants to use one weight vector instead of a pool, we recommend (0.1, 0.9), based on
results in Tables 3.12 and 3.13.
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3.5.8

Quality Evaluation: Harmonic Mean vs Other Options

For evaluating the tree quality scores, SDT-Miner uses harmonic mean to combine distribution similarity and shared accuracy. This section presents other possible measures and
discusses the characteristics of each measure.
Giving a shared decision tree T with distribution similarity DS and shared accuracy
SA, the Min-Avg based quality is defined as SDT QM A (T ) = min(SA(T ), DS(T )) ∗
avg(SA(T ), DS(T )); the arithmetic mean based quality is the average of SA and DS; and
p
the geometric mean based quality is denoted as SDT QGM (T ) =
DS(T ) × SA(T ).
Recall that harmonic mean based quality is formulated as SDT QHM (T ) =

2
1
1
+ SA(T
DS(T )
)

.

We compare these measures by the quality ranks, since scores may fluctuate in the
light of measures’ definitions. Table 3.14 lists the quality ranks of the best shared trees on
dataset pairs, and shows that all measures’ ranks are roughly identical for the same dataset
pair. However, each method has its own characteristics. Specifically, although the Min-Avg
based measure leads to bigger separation of possible quality values, the smaller factors are
overemphasized. The arithmetic mean based measure is inaccurate when the data contains
outliers, even if it is the simplest method. For the geometric mean based measure, it is
better when the data is related. Importantly, the harmonic mean based measure used in
SDT-Miner is a widely used mean method, which allows both DS and SA to play a role,
and also gives randomly generated dataset pairs fairly low SDTQ values.

3.5.9

Scalability of SDT-Miner

We now evaluate the scalability of SDT-Miner by examining how its computation time
changes when the number of tuples/attributes increases, through the use of synthetic datasets
generated by our synthetic datasets method below.
Since the real microarray datasets may not contain very large number of tuples, and
the datasets from UCI often contain very few attributes, they are not suitable for scalability
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Table 3.14: Quality Rank Comparison for Quality Measures
Dataset Pair

Min-Avg

BC: CN
BC: DH
BC: LB
BC: LM
BC: PC
CN: DH
CN: LB
CN: LM
CN: PC
DH: LB
DH: LM
DH: PC
LB: LM
LB: PC
LM: PC

3
1
9
15
5
6
3
14
8
9
1
6
12
11
13

Arithmetic
Mean
3
1
8
14
6
5
3
14
8
8
1
6
13
8
12

Geometric
Mean
3
2
8
14
5
5
3
14
8
8
1
5
12
11
12

Harmonic
Mean
3
2
8
15
5
5
3
14
8
8
1
5
12
11
12

experiments. To address this, we generate synthetic datasets from the microarray datasets.
(Since our synthetic datasets are not totally artificially generated, we say they are pseudo
synthetic datasets.) To make a synthetic dataset with N tuples from a given dataset D,
N
roughly speaking, we add d |D|
e modified copies of each tuple of D. To help generate syn-

thetic datasets with varying degree of similarities to their original datasets, we change each
attribute value by a random value with a magnitude bound, where different attributes have
magnitude bounds. Specifically, we have a global change magnitude bound P satisfying
0 < P < 1 for all attributes, and have a randomly generated magnitude bound Pi > 0 for
each attribute Ai , where 0 < Pi ≤ P . For given N and P , we generate a synthetic dataset
N
e modified copies of each tuple t of D, where, for each modified copy
DN,P to contain d |D|

t0 and each attribute Ai , t0 [Ai ] = (1 + qij ) ∗ t[Ai ] and qij ∈ [−Pi , Pi ] is a random number.
The experiments use the following synthetic datasets: (a) For scalability w.r.t. the
number of tuples, we consider three series of synthetic dataset pairs, generated for P =10%,
20% and 40% respectively, from (LM : P C). The series for given P contains five dataset
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pairs, namely (LMN,P : P CN,P ), containing resp. N = 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 tuples. (b)
For scalability w.r.t. the number of attributes, we consider three series of synthetic dataset
pairs, generated for P =10%, 20% and 40% respectively, from (LM600,P : P C600,P ). The
series for given P contains four dataset pairs obtained by respectively eliminating all but
the first 650, 1300, 2600, and 5200 attributes of (LM600,P : P C600,P ).
Figure 3.6 and 3.7 shows how SDT-Miner’s execution time changes. The execution
time for a given dataset pair is the average execution time over these three weight vectors: (0.1, 0.9), (0.2, 0.8), (0.3, 0.7). Both figures show that, for given P , the execution
time increases roughly linearly as the number of tuples/attributes increases. Moreover, the
execution time increases slightly as the global change magnitude bound P increases.

Figure 3.6: Execution Time vs Number of Tuples
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Figure 3.7: Execution Time vs Number of Attributes

3.5.10

Experiments on Algorithms for SDT P −

We conduct experiments on algorithms for solving SDT P − by variants of SDT-Miner that
ignore DS. For the variant of SDT-Miner using IG2u and ignoring DS, the mined shared
trees’ SA values are often a little bit better (typically by one percentage point), though they
can also be worse than the SA of shared trees mined by SDT-Miner (using weight vector
pool). For those variants using IG2min or IG2avg , the SA values are much worse (by as
much as 30 absolute percentage points) than those obtained by SDT-Miner.
If algorithms for solving the SDT P − discussed above are used for the SDT P , the
mined shared decision trees can have slightly better SA, but often much worse DS and
SDT Q, than those mined by SDT-Miner; e.g., the SDT Q value is 8% worse for the variant
of SDT-Miner using IG2u and ignoring DS on (CN : LB). Using IG2min or IG2avg
produces much worse SDT Q values.
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3.6

Other Factors on Shared Decision Tree Quality and
Validation Methods

Here we discuss two additional factors on shared tree quality, namely tree simplicity and
accuracy gap, and we remark on how low SDT Q values can be (which can help put observed SDT Q values into better perspective). Moreover, we discuss SDT-Miner using
cross validation measure.
(a) We suggest to use tree simplicity as a factor to measure shared decision trees’
quality. Tree simplicity, usually measured by tree height, number of nodes, or number of
leaf nodes [32, 16], has been considered as a factor in evaluating the quality of decision
trees on a single dataset. Considering simpler trees as better is also consistent with the
principle of Occam’s razor. Below we report experiment results concerning tree simplicity.
We write #LN as shorthand for number of leaf nodes. Experiments show that shared
decision trees have avg(#LN ) = 7 for real dataset pairs, and they have avg(#LN ) = 24.2
for random dataset21 pairs. So shared trees for real datasets are much simpler than those
mined from random dataset pairs.
(b) We also suggest to use accuracy gap as a factor to measure shared decision trees’
quality. Specifically, given a shared decision tree T on a dataset pair (D1 : D2 ), the
accuracy gap is defined to be AG = min(BA1 , BA2 ) − SA, where BAi is the accuracy of the best decision tree for Di , and SA is the shared accuracy of T . (Clearly
SA ≤ min(BA1 , BA2 ).) The shared decision tree T is more valuable if AG is small,
since it is nearly as good as the best individual trees for D1 and D2 , and it is less valuable
21

Given desired numbers N of tuples and desired number α of attributes and a range [m, x], we generate a corresponding random dataset by assigning randomly generated numbers in the range [m, x] as
attribute values of the tuples, and by randomly assigning one of two class labels to each tuple. We generated 10 random datasets, all having N = 200 and α = 5000, and having different ranges [m, x] =
[0, 100], [0, 200], ..., [0, 1000] respectively. We normalized each attribute for each dataset so that it has zero
mean and standard deviation of one. Then, for each dataset, we randomly selected another dataset to make a
dataset pair. For each dataset pair, we randomly selected three weight vectors from the W V P (0.1) pool of
nine, and used SDT-Miner to build a shared tree.
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otherwise.
Table 3.8 gives the AG values for various shared trees mined from the real dataset
pairs. We observe that the AG value is big for (BC: LM), and thus the quality score of the
associated shared decision tree should be discounted. On the other hand, the AG value is
small for (BC:DH), and hence the shared decision tree should be viewed as highly valuable.
(c) For some pairs of datasets, the quality score of the best shared trees can be very low.
This information can help us get a better understanding of how the quality scores of shared
decision trees behave. Specifically, we generate dataset pairs, whose shared decision trees
are expected to have poor quality. Roughly speaking, we try to build dataset pairs where
each class of a given dataset is paired with its opposing class of the same dataset. We have
done the following: For each microarray dataset D and a percentage number p, let Dp be
the dataset obtained as follows: First, let Dp be a copy of D. Then, we randomly select
p percent of the tuples of the first class of Dp and change their class label to the second
class, and similarly (simultaneously) randomly select p percent of the tuples of the second
class of Dp and change their class label to the first class. The shared decision tree mined
by SDT-Miner from (DH : DH95%) has DS = 0.91, SA = 0.45 and SDT Q = 0.60;
from (LM : LM 95%), DS = 0.58, SA = 0.15 and SDT Q = 0.24.
(d) While cross validation based measure is a widely used for classification accuracy
evaluation, SDT-Miner uses training data to measure the quality of shared decision trees.
This choice is made since the microarray gene expression datasets are usually small, making it hard to use cross validation. One could consider using cross validation if the datasets
are large.

3.7

Conclusion

In this chapter we motivated the shared decision tree (and shared general knowledge structure) mining problem using the importance of shared knowledge structures for understand-
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ing transfer, for analogical reasoning, and for creative thinking and hypothesis formation.
Then we formulated the problem, presented our SDT-Miner algorithm, using novel ideas
to address challenges caused by the high shared accuracy requirement and highly similar
data distribution requirement, the need to optimize two objectives, and the presence of two
datasets with significantly different relationships w.r.t. those objectives. We considered
how to define information gain on two datasets, and how to capture structure/behavior similarity using data distribution similarity. We presented four quality factors for evaluating
shared decision trees’ quality. We used experimental results to show that SDT-Miner can
mine high quality shared decision trees and it is fairly scalable. We also defined characterizing classification rule set as another candidate shared knowledge structure, which can be
easily extracted from shared decision trees with high shared accuracy and high distribution
similarity.
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The Diversified Shared Decision Tree Set
Mining Problem
In this chapter, we motivate and propose the diversified shared decision tree set mining
problem (KSDT) across multiple datasets, present two variants for solving this problem,
and report experimental results on microarray datasets for medicine to evaluate proposed
algorithms.

4.1

Introduction

Shared knowledge structures across multiple domains play an essential role in assisting
users to transfer understanding between applications, and to perform analogy based reasoning and creative thinking. Inspired by these motivations, previously we studied the
problem of mining knowledge structures shared by two datasets, focusing on shared knowledge given by a single shared decision tree. A shared decision tree for a dataset pair D1 and
D2 , or (D1 : D2 ), is a decision tree that can classify data in D1 and data in D2 . However,
providing only a single shared decision tree may present only a limited view of shared
knowledge across multiple domains. To help users select from multiple perspectives on
shared decision trees, it is more desirable to provide multiple shared decision trees.
Unfortunately, enumerating all possible shared decision trees is infeasible. Moreover,
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if the presentation process is not well designed, the trees shown in the beginning maybe
very similar to each other. Thus users will not have the opportunity to view the representatives of the whole spectrum of shared knowledge. As an effective alternate, a diversified
high quality shared decision tree sets can be selected from the space of all shared decision
trees as the representatives. As shown in Figure 4.1, under a well designed presentation
process, the six stars can be chosen as diversified representatives of all shared decision
trees (denoted by circles). In contrast, without the control, users may only be able to see
a small corner (e.g., the one enclosed by the dot line) of mutually highly similar shared
decision trees.

Figure 4.1: The Space of Decision Trees and Diversified Representatives

As diversified representatives, shared decision tree sets satisfy these properties:
(a) each individual tree is a high quality shared decision tree: each tree in the set has
high shared accuracy and high data distribution similarity;
(b) the trees are structurally highly different from each other: a diversified tree set in
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terms of the attributes, as well as the level where the attributes occur in the trees.
Although previous studies recognize that diversity is an important factor in ensemble
classifiers, they only focus on building highly accurate classifier committees on one dataset.
In contrast, we aim to mine diversified shared knowledge structures across multiple contexts, in order to help human understanding transfer across application domains, and to
offer people different perspectives of these applications.
Besides transferring understanding between domains, the techniques presented in this
paper can also be used to solve other problems. For example, inspired by the idea of diversity, [23] proposes an algorithm, Committee of Decision Trees by Attribute Behavior
Diversity (CABD), to build highly accurate ensembles of decision trees. Experiments on
microarray data show that CABD outperforms previous ensemble methods significantly,
and show that the diversified features used by CABD’s decision tree committee can improve performance of other classifiers such as SVM. Moreover, another application is that
diversity techniques build better individual shared decision trees compared to our previous
work. All these emphasize the importance and the broad usage of the techniques and ideas
proposed in this dissertation.

4.2

Problem Definition

As mentioned in Chapter 3, a shared decision tree for a dataset pair (D1 : D2 ) is a decision
tree that can classify data in D1 and data in D2 . Given an input dataset pair (D1 : D2 ) with
identical sets of classes and identical sets of attributes, we wish to mine a small diversified
set of high quality shared decision trees with these properties: (a) each tree in the set
(1) is highly accurate in each of the two given datasets and (2) has highly similar data
distributions across the datasets, and (b) different trees in the set are highly different from
each other.
In this section, we define the quality measure on diversified shared decision tree sets,
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and then introduce the problem of mining diversified shared decision tree sets. To define
the quality of tree sets, we need to define three concepts: shared accuracy, data distribution
similarity, and diversity of tree set, for shared decision tree sets.

4.2.1

SA and DS for Tree Sets

The shared accuracy and the data distribution similarity for tree sets are used to define
the quality of the tree sets, and address the requirement of high quality individual trees.
They are defined in terms of the shared accuracy and the data distribution similarity for
individual trees. We give a general review for these concepts, and their detailed definitions
are presented in Chapter 3.
The shared classification accuracy (SA) for a given tree is defined as the minimum of
the two classification accuracies on the two given datasets:
SA(T ) = min(AccD1 (T ), AccD2 (T ))
The data distribution similarity (DS) reflects behavior similarity between two datasets
with respect to a shared decision tree. Roughly speaking, DS measures the similarity between the distributions of the classes of data in the two datasets at the nodes of the given
tree, and is defined as:
DS(T ) =

P

V

DSN (V )
,
n

where V ranges over nodes of T and n denotes the number of nodes in T.
Having the concepts of SA and DS for individual trees, now we are able to define SA
and DS for tree sets.
Definition 8. Given a tree set T S,
shared classification accuracy is defined as SA(T S) = avg{SA(T ) | T ∈ T S};
data distribution similarity is defined as DS(T S) = avg{DS(T ) | T ∈ T S}.
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4.2.2

Diversity of Tree Set

We now introduce the diversity of tree set (TD) to measure the difference among trees.
To formulate the diversity of tree set, we first need to define the difference between any
two distinct shared decision trees, which is measured in terms of attribute usage summary.
We now present the level-normalized-count measure to define attribute usage summary
(AUS). We will also consider another measure in Section 4.3.
The level-normalized-count AUS (AUSLNC ) of a decision tree T over (D1 : D2 ) is
defined as
AUSLNC (T ) = (

CntT (An )
CntT (A1 )
, ...,
),
avgLvlT (A1 )
avgLvlT (An )

where A1 , A2 , . . . , An are a fixed enumeration of the shared attributes of D1 and D2 ,
CntT (Ai ) denotes the number of occurrences of attribute Ai in T , and avgLvlT (Ai ) denotes the average level of A0i s occurrences in T . In the AUSLNC measure, nodes near the
root have higher impact since attributes used in those nodes typically have smaller avgLvlT
than attributes not used in those nodes.
For a given AUSµ , the tree pair difference (TPD) for two given shared decision trees
T1 and T2 measures the dissimilarity between the two trees in terms of AUSµ :

TPDµ (T1 , T2 ) = 1 −

AUSµ (T1 ) · AUSµ (T2 )
kAUSµ (T1 )k · kAUSµ (T2 )k

As usual, the normalized dot product reflects the similarity between AUSµ (T1 ) and AUSµ (T2 );
subtracting that similarity from 1 gives us the difference.
We are now ready to define the main concept of diversity of tree set.
Definition 9. Given a tree set T S and an AUS measure AUSµ , the diversity of T S is defined
as TDµ (T S) = avg{TPDµ (Ti , Tj ) | Ti , Tj ∈ T S, and i 6= j}.
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4.2.3

Diversified Shared Decision Tree Set Mining Problem

To mine desirable diversified shared decision trees, we need an objective function on quality, which combines the quality of individual trees (which involves the shared accuracy and
the data distribution similarity ) and the difference among trees (which requires diversity
of tree set).
Definition 10. The quality of a shared decision tree set T S is defined as:

SDTSQµ (T S) =
min(SA(T S),DS(T S), TDµ (T S)) ∗ avg(SA(T S),DS(T S), TDµ (T S)).

This SDTSQ definition is chosen since it allows SA, DS, and TD to play a role, it is
a very simple method with low computation complexity, and it does not require any parameters from users. We also considered other approaches such as using average, weighted
average, the harmonic mean of the three factors. However, we didn’t use these methods in
this dissertation, since they do not give big separation of quality values or require parameters inputted by users.
We now turn to the diversified shared decision tree set mining problem.
Definition 11 (Diversified Shared Decision Tree Set Mining Problem). Given a dataset
pair (D1 :D2 ) and a positive integer k, the diversified shared decision tree set (KSDT)
mining problem is to mine a small set of k diversified shared decision trees with high
SDTSQ.
For illustration1 , an example diversified set of four shared decision trees mined from
real (cancer) dataset pairs (DH:LM) is given in Figures 4.2 to 4.5. For each tree, data in two
datasets have very similar distributions at tree nodes and the leaf nodes are very pure (with
We draw shared decision tree figures as follows: For each node V , we show CDV1 (V ) for D1 at V 0 s
left, show CDV2 (V ) for D2 at V 0 s right, and show DSN (V ) below V .
1
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dominating majority class) and the average shared classification accuracy of leaf nodes is
very high. For the diversified tree set {T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 ,}, tree diversity is 1 in that these four
trees don’t share any splitting attributes.

Figure 4.2: Shared Decision Tree T1

4.3

Variants for AUS, ATD and KSDT-Miner

This section discusses ways to define attribute usage summary (AUS) and aggregate tree
difference (ATD), and then lists the corresponding algorithms for solving the KSDT problem in terms of variants of ATD.
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Figure 4.3: Shared Decision Tree T2

4.3.1

Variants for AUS

In Section 4.2, the AUSLNC method is introduced to define the attribute usage in a given
tree. Below, we introduce another method, the level-listed count AUS2 (AUSLLC ), a matrix
in which each row represents each level by a separate attribute occurrence frequency count
vector. Given a tree T with L levels, any component CntT (Ai , l) in AUSLLC denotes the
occurrence frequency count for attribute Ai in T 0 s lth level.
Two variants, AUSLNC and AUSLLC , show the distinctions on different emphases. While
AUSLNC is a natural way we come up with, and it pays more attention to nodes near the root;
the value of AUSLLC is influenced by levels near the leaves.
2
The TPDLLC is not straightforward to calculate by its normalized dot product definition, since AUSLLC
for a tree is a matrix. So each row of the matrix is combined together to form a single vector to make TPDLLC
computable.
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Figure 4.4: Shared Decision Tree T3

4.3.2

Variants of ATD

ATD measures the difference between a new tree and a set of (previously built) trees. We
consider ATD by aggregating the tree pair difference (TPD) between the new tree and other
trees in the tree set. Therefore, we need an attribute usage summary method µ used in TPD
and an aggregated method α to define ATD. One might be attempted to use the simple
average to aggregate all tree pair differences, however, this approach does not allow us to
differentiate the importance of trees in tree sets. Three possible approaches are presented
in this section.
Given an attribute usage summary method µ, an aggregated method α, a current tree
T and a tree set T S, the corresponding aggregate tree difference can be derived.
The µ minimal-based aggregate tree difference (ATDµ,min ) is defined as the minimal
TPDµ between T and trees in T S:
m

ATDµ,min (T, T S) = min(TPDµ (T, Ti )).
i=1
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Figure 4.5: Shared Decision Tree T4

The second method uses the average of ` smallest values to accumulate tree pair differences. Specifically, let min`(S) denote ` smallest values in set S. Then the µ `-minimal
aggregate tree difference (ATDµ,min` ) is defined as average TPDµ between T and the `
most similar previous trees:

`

ATDµ,min` (T, T S) = avg (min `{TPDµ (T, Ti )|1 ≤ i ≤ m}).
1

ATDµ,min is a special version of ATDµ,min` when ` is set to 1. ATDµ,min` generates
more diversified shared tree sets than ATDµ,min , since ATDµ,min is more possible to select
outlier splitting attributes when it only considers the most similar tree compared to the new
tree.
The µ total aggregate tree difference (ATDµ,total ) is another way to aggregate TPD by
considering the differences between T and all other trees in T S. The attribute usage of all
other trees can be summarized by a total AUS, in which each element is the average of the
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corresponding attribute’s occurrence frequency counts in all other trees’ AUSs. Formally,
ATDµ,total is defined as the TPD between T and the total AUS:

m

ATDµ,total (T, T S) = TPDµ (T, avg (AUSµ (Ti ))).
i=1

Briefly, given an attribute usage summary method µ and an aggregated method α,
the corresponding ATDµ,α is generated. The following Table 4.1 lists all combinations of
ATDµ,α in terms of µ and α defined earlier. In experiments and discussions, ATDLLC,total *
is not performed since it does not achieve good results.
Table 4.1: Variants of ATD
LNC
min ATDLNC,min
min` ATDLNC,min`
total ATDLNC,total

4.3.3

LLC
ATDLLC,min
ATDLLC,min`
ATDLLC,total *

KSDT-Miner Algorithms

To mine high quality diversified shared decision tree sets, the KSDT-Miner algorithm can
select two methods to build trees: PKSDT-Miner and SKSDT-Miner. Moreover, different
ATDµ,α methods defined in the previous section can be chosen to aggregate tree differences.
Therefore, given an ATDµ,α and a building tree method, the corresponding KSDT-Miner is
derived. Table 4.2 lists all candidate KSDT-Miner algorithms.
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Table 4.2: KSDT-Miner Algorithms

ATDLNC,min
ATDLNC,min`
ATDLNC,total
ATDLLC,min
ATDLLC,min`

Sequential
Parallel
SKSDT-Miner(LNC,min) PKSDT-Miner(LNC,min)
SKSDT-Miner(LNC,min`) PKSDT-Miner(LNC,min`)
SKSDT-Miner(LNC,total) PKSDT-Miner(LNC,total)
SKSDT-Miner(LLC,min)
PKSDT-Miner(LLC,min)
SKSDT-Miner(LLC,min`) PKSDT-Miner(LLC,min`)

KSDT-Miner

4.4

This section presents two variants to solve the KSDT problem, for mining diversified high
quality decision tree sets shared by two datasets. One is the parallel KSDT-Miner (PKSDTMiner), which builds a tree set by splitting tree nodes of all those trees in a node-based
round-robin fashion; the other one is the sequential KSDT-Miner (SKSDT-Miner), which
mines a tree set by building one tree at one time.
As will be confirmed by the experiments, PKSDT-Miner tends to build better diversified shared tree sets than SKSDT-Miner. The reasons are: PKSDT-Miner gives all trees
almost equal opportunity in selecting highly desirable attributes for use in high impact
nodes. [Nodes near the root of a decision tree have higher impact on the quality of the tree
than nodes near the leaves of the tree. Moreover, an attribute may be highly useful in more
than one tree.] In contrast, by mining one whole tree at a time, SKSDT-Miner gives trees
built earlier more possibilities in selecting attributes for their nodes (including selecting
highly desirable attributes for use at low impact nodes near the leaf levels), which reduces,
or even deprives, the chance of trees built later in using highly desirable attributes at high
impact nodes.

4.4.1

PKSDT-Miner

PKSDT-Miner builds a set of trees in parallel, in a node-based round-robin manner. In
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each loop of the node-based round-robin tree-building process, one node is split for each of
the trees, and the tree in which one node is split next is selected from all candidate trees in
circular order. Figure 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate two consecutive states3 for building a tree set.
Figure 4.6 includes three trees (complete or partial trees); Figure 4.7 contains these three
trees after splitting one node V2 of T2 . Observe that node V1 in T1 can still be split, but
PKSDT-Miner selects node V2 in T2 . In the next step, PKSDT-Miner will select node in
T3 to split.

Figure 4.6: PKSDT-Miner Builds All Trees in Round-robin State p

To build highly diversified tree sets, our approach uses ATDµ,min` to measure the
differences between a new tree and other trees built so far. Other possible ways to define
ATD are discussed in Section 4.3.
To select an attribute and a value to split a tree node, PKSDT-Miner makes the selection to maximize an objective function IDT that combines information gain (to be
denoted by IG2), data distribution similarity (DS) on two datasets, and aggregate tree
difference (ATD) between the current tree and the set of previous built trees. To tradeoff the three factors, they are combined using a weighted sum based on a weight vector
3

Rectangles denote internal nodes, circles with class labels denote leave nodes, rectangles containing
attributes denote the splitting nodes, and blank rectangles denote nodes to be split.
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Figure 4.7: PKSDT-Miner Builds All Trees in Round-robin State p+1

w = (wIG , wDS , wAT D ).
PKSDT-Miner has six inputs: Two datasets D1 and D2 , a set AttrSet of candidate
attributes that can be used in shared trees, a dataset size threshold M inSize for nodesplitting termination, a weight vector w (wIG on information gain, wDS on data distribution
similarity, wAT D on aggregate tree difference), and an integer k for the desired number of
trees. PKSDT-Miner calls PKSDT-SplitNode (Function 1) to split nodes for each tree.
PKSDT-SplitNode splits the data of a node V of a tree T by picking the best split
attribute and split value that optimize the IDT scoring function. Specifically, let T S =
{T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk } be the set of previously built trees (complete or partial), and T the current
(partial) tree under construction. Let V be the current split node in T , and A and aV resp. a
candidate splitting attribute/value. Let T (A, aV ) be the tree obtained by splitting V in T
using attribute A and split value aV . Then the IDT scoring function is defined by:
IDT (T (A, aV ), T S) = wIG ∗ IG2(A, aV )+
wDSN ∗ DSN (A, aV ) + wAT D ∗ AT D(T (A, aV ), T S),
where IG2(A, aV ) is the information gain for V when A and aV are used to split V ,
DSN (A, aV ) is the average of the two DSN values for the two children nodes of V when
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Algorithm 2. PKSDT-Miner
Input: (D1 : D2 ): Two datasets
AttrSet: Set of candidate attributes that can be used
M inSize: Dataset size threshold for splitting termination
w = (wIG , wDS , wAT D ): A weight vector on IG, DS, and AT D
k: Desired number of trees
Output: A diversified shared decision tree set T S for (D1 : D2 ).
Method:
1. Create root node Vp for each tree Tp (1 ≤ p ≤ k);
2.
Repeat
3.
For p = 1 to k do
4.
let node V be the next nodea of tree Tp to split;
//Split the node V of Tp
5.
Call PKSDT-SplitNode(Tp , V, D1 , D2 , AttrSet, T S, M inSize, w);
6.
Until no more node to splitb for any tree Tp ;
7. Output the diversified shared decision tree set T S.
a

The next node of a tree to split is determined by the tree split method, which can be depth first, breadth
first, and so on. We use depth first here.
b
No more node to split means that all candidate split nodes satisfy the termination conditions defined in
Function TerminateCheck.

A and aV are used to split V .
To handle different characteristics in different dataset pairs with respect to the relationship between IG2, DS and AT D, we present two pools of weight vectors, W V P1 and
W V P2 , to help mine (near) optimal shared decision trees efficiently. The three weights in a
weight vector (wIG , wDS , wAT D ) in a given pool are required to satisfy 0 < wIG , wDS , wAT D <
1, wIG + wDS + wAT D = 1.
W V P1 contains 36 weight vectors, with the weight value set being
{x | x is a multiple of 0.1 and 0 < x < 1}.
W V P2 ={(0.1,0.1,0.8),(0.1,0.3,0.6),(0.1,0.5,0.4),(0.1,0.7,0.2),(0.3,0.1,0.6),
(0.3,0.4,0.3),(0.3,0.5,0.2),(0.5,0.1,0.4),(0.5,0.3,0.2),(0.7,0.1,0.1)}.
W V P2 includes 10 vectors selected from W V P1 . W V P2 achieves similar performance to W V P1 with less computation time. So W V P2 is used by default in our experiments.
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Function 2. PKSDT-SplitNode(T, V, D10 , D20 , AttrSet, T S, M inSize, w)
1. If TerminateChecka (V, D10 , D20 , M inSize, AttrSet) then assign
the majority class in D10 and D20 as class label of V and return;
// use B and bV as the splitting attribute/value for V in tree T
2. Select the attribute B and value bV that maximize IDT , that is
IDT (T (B, bV ), T S)=max{IDT (T (A, aV ), T S) | A ∈ AttrSet, and aV
is a common candidate split value for A at V };
// compute the left child of V
3. Create left child node Vl of V , with “B ≤ bV ” as the corresponding
edge’s label, and let Dil0 = {t ∈ Di0 | t satisfies “B ≤ bV ”} for i = 1, 2;
// compute the right child of V
4. Create right child node Vr of V , with “B > bV ” as the corresponding
0
= {t ∈ Di0 | t satisfies “B > bV ”} for i = 1, 2.
edge’s label, and let Dir
a

Function TerminateCheck is designed to determine if nodes splitting should terminate. The details of
this function are given in Chapter 3.

4.4.2

SKSDT-Miner

For completeness, we also present the sequential KSDT-Miner, which builds set of trees
sequentially, and mines each tree at one time.
Two successive states displayed in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 demonstrate how SKSDTMiner sequentially builds a shared decision tree set. We can see that the latter state contains
one more tree than the former state.
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Figure 4.8: SKSDT-Miner Builds One Tree at One Time State s

Figure 4.9: SKSDT-Miner Builds One Tree at One Time State s+1

Now we give more details about SKSDT-Miner. SKSDT-Miner has six inputs as
same as PKSDT-Miner, but it calls SKSDT-AddTree (Function 2) to build each tree. It is
important to know that: (1) SKSDT-AddTree is very similar to SDT-Miner proposed for
the shared decision tree mining problem; (2) SKSDT-AddTree splits a node V by optimizing the same IDT scoring function defined in PKSDT-Miner; (3) compared against ATD in
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PKSDT-Miner, ATD in SKSDT-Miner considers all previous complete trees. Specifically,
ATD compares the new tree Tp with {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tp−1 }.
Algorithm 3. SKSDT-Miner
Input: (D1 : D2 ): Two datasets
AttrSet: Set of candidate attributes that can be used
M inSize: Dataset size threshold for splitting termination
w = (wIG , wDS , wAT D ): A weight vector on IG, DS, and AT D
k: Desired number of trees
Output: A diversified shared decision tree set T S for (D1 : D2 ).
Method:
1. Let T S = {};
2. For p = 1 to k do
3.
Create root node V for Tp ;
4.
Call SKSDT-AddTree(Tp , V, D1 , D2 , AttrSet, T S, M inSize, w);
5.
Let TS=TS ∪ {Tp };
6. Return TS.

Function 3. SKSDT-AddTree(T, V, D1 , D2 , AttrSet, T S, M inSize, w)
1. If TerminateCheck(V, D10 , D20 , M inSize, AttrSet) then assign
the majority class in D10 and D20 as class label of V and return;
// use B and bV as the splitting attribute/value for V in tree T
2. Select the attribute B and value bV that maximize IDT , that is
IDT (T (B, bV ), T S)=max{IDT (T (A, aV ), T S) | A ∈ AttrSet, and aV
is a common candidate split value for A at V };
// compute the left subtree of V
3. Create left child node Vl of V , with “B ≤ bV ” as the corresponding
edge’s label, let Dil0 = {t ∈ Di0 | t satisfies “B ≤ bV ”} for i = 1, 2,
and call SKSDT-AddTree(T, V, D1 , D2 , AttrSet, T S, M inSize, w);
// compute the right subtree of V
4. Create right child node Vr of V , with “B > bV ” as the corresponding
0
edge’s label, let Dir
= {t ∈ Di0 | t satisfies “B > bV ”} for i = 1, 2,
and call SKSDT-AddTree(T, V, D1 , D2 , AttrSet, T S, M inSize, w);
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4.4.3

Commonalties of PKSDT-Miner and SKSDT-Miner

After describing the specificities for PKSDT-Miner and SKSDT-Miner individually, we
now discuss the commonalties between them. The two variants of KSDT-Miner share
several techniques4 :
(1) Function TerminateCheck is to check if nodes splitting should terminate in order
to avoid overfitting and to obtain simpler trees. This function returns “true” if at least
one of three conditions is true: (a) AttrSet is empty; (b) Either |D10 | ≤ M inSize or
|D20 | ≤ M inSize; (c) At least one of |D10 | and |D20 | is pure (T1P), or both |D10 | and |D20 |
are pure (T2P). T1P is used in our experiments;
(2) The way of determining classes of leaf nodes;
(3) The method of defining information gain for two datasets by treating two datasets
as one;
(4) The introduction of weight vector pools (W V P ) to help mine (near) optimal shared
decision trees efficiently;
(5) The measure for selecting split values for attributes.

4.5

Experimental Evaluation

This section uses experimental results to evaluate KSDT-Miner on real-world and (pseudo)
synthetic datasets. Specifically, it reports experimental results to demonstrate that (1)
PKSDT-Miner tends to build more diversified shared tree sets on average, which confirms
the advantages of PKSDT-Miner analyzed in Section 4.4, and (2) KSDT-Miner is scalable w.r.t. number of tuples/attributes/trees. It discusses (3) how KSDT-Miner performs
when it uses a single weight vector, and (4) how it performs when it uses multiple weight
vectors. It also compares (5) how KSDT-Miner performs when it adapts different AUSµ
4

These techniques are also applied in our previous shared decision tree mining problem, and the details
are described in that chapter.
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measures, (6) how KSDT-Miner performs when it applies different ATDµ,α measures, and
(7) how KSDT-Miner performs on different size of dataset pairs. In the end, it confirms
that KSDT-Miner outperforms SDT-Miner regarding the best shared decision tree.
The dataset pairs used in experiments are described in Section 3.5. Experiments were
conducted on a 2.20 GHz AMD Athlon with 3 GB memory running Windows XP. The
codes were implemented in Matlab.

4.5.1 PKSDT-Miner Tends to Build Better Diversified Tree Sets
This section uses experiments to demonstrate that PKSDT-Miner tends to build more diversified tree sets, although SKSDT-Miner also does well in meeting the goal of mining
high quality shared decision tree sets.
Table 4.3 lists the quality scores, and associated DS, SA and T D values of best shared
decision tree sets mined from dataset pairs listed in Table 3.5 using all weight vectors. The
quality scores’ range and average are [0.67, 0.97], 0.92 resp.; range/average of DS are
[0.86, 0.98], 0.96 resp.; range/average of SA are [0.74, 0.98], 0.95 resp.; and range/average
of T D are [0.98, 1], 0.99 resp..
Table5 4.4 compares the average of TD and SDTSQ values for best diversified tree sets
between all PKSDT-Miner and SKSDT-Miner listed in Table 4.2 using all weight vectors.
It is observed that the TD and SDTSQ of PKSDT-Miner are higher than SKSDT-Miner
on average, which confirms that PKSDT-Miner tends to build more diversified shared tree
sets. Meanwhile, SKSDT-Miner produces higher SDTSQ in two dataset pairs, which states
that SKSDT-Miner also does well in some dataset pairs.
5

(P) or (S) represents the parallel or sequential KSDT-Miner.
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Table 4.3: Quality of the Best Shared Tree Sets
Dataset Pair DS SA TD SDTSQ
(BC: CN) 0.98 0.98 0.99
0.96
(BC: DH) 0.98 0.97
1
0.95
(BC: LB)
0.97 0.97
1
0.95
(BC: LM) 0.94 0.74
1
0.67
(BC: PC)
0.97 0.97
1
0.95
(CN: DH) 0.98 0.98
1
0.97
(CN: LB) 0.98 0.98
1
0.97
(CN: LM) 0.97 0.95
1
0.92
(CN: PC)
0.98 0.98 0.99
0.96
(DH: LB) 0.97 0.97
1
0.95
(DH: LM) 0.98 0.97
1
0.95
(DH: PC) 0.98 0.97 0.99
0.95
(LB: LM) 0.87 0.87
1
0.79
(LB: PC)
0.98 0.97
1
0.95
(LM: PC) 0.94 0.93 0.98
0.88
Average*
0.96 0.95 0.99
0.92

4.5.2

Comparison of AUS and ATD Variants

This section compares different methods for defining AUS and ATD, and uses experimental results to demonstrate that (1) AUSLNC produces higher quality than AUSLLC , and (2)
ATDµ,min` outperforms other methods.

AUSLNC Outperforms AUSLLC
Table 4.5 compares the SDTSQ mined by PKSDT(LNC,min`) with PKSDT(LLC,min`),
and lists the relative quality improvement of LNC over LLC. Dataset pairs containing BC
are included. It is confirmed that AUSLNC is more desirable since it pays more attention to
nodes near the root, which have higher impact on the quality of the whole tree than nodes
near the leaves of the tree.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of PKSDT-Miner and SKSDT-Miner
Dataset
TD(P)
Pair
(BC: CN)
0.97
(BC: DH) 0.98
(BC: LB)
0.94
(BC: LM) 0.92
(BC: PC)
0.95
(CN: DH) 0.98
(CN: LB)
0.98
(CN: LM) 0.94
(CN: PC)
0.94
(DH: LB)
0.96
(DH: LM) 0.97
(DH: PC)
0.95
(LB: LM) 0.89
(LB: PC)
0.93
(LM: PC)
0.86
Average*
0.94

TD(S)

SDTSQ(P)

SDTSQ(S)

0.97
0.98
0.91
0.92
0.94
0.98
0.97
0.90
0.93
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.87
0.92
0.87
0.93

0.93
0.94
0.88
0.61
0.89
0.93
0.93
0.85
0.88
0.91
0.91
0.89
0.72
0.86
0.75
0.86

0.93
0.94
0.85
0.63
0.88
0.94
0.92
0.81
0.88
0.88
0.89
0.88
0.70
0.86
0.75
0.85

ATDµ,min` Outperforms Other Methods
Table 4.6 compares the SDTSQ obtained using different AT D methods, including PKSDTMiner(LNC,min`), PKSDT-Miner(LNC,min), and PKSDT-Miner(LNC,total) on dataset
pairs containing BC. The experimental results confirm that KSDT-Miner algorithms using
ATDµ,min` lead to superior performance, since ATDµ,min is more likely to select outlier
splitting attributes when it only considers the most similar tree compared to the new tree.

4.5.3

KSDT-Miner Using One Weight Vector

This section examines the performances of KSDT-Miner using a single weight vector. Results show that (1) the choice of weight vector (wIG ,wDS ,wAT D ) has significant impact on
the mined tree set quality, and (2) no individual weight vector is the best for all dataset
pairs. We also discuss (3) which weight vectors may be most appropriate for what kind of
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Table 4.5: Quality Improvement: AUSLNC over AUSLLC Using PKSDT-Miner
Dataset
SDTSQ by
Pair
(LNC,min`)
(BC:CN)
0.96
(BC:DH)
0.95
(BC:LB)
0.95
(BC:LM)
0.63
(BC:PC)
0.95
Average
0.89

SDTSQ by
(LLC,min`)
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.64
0.90
0.88

Relative Quality
Improvement
−
−
1.1%
-1.6%
5.6%
1.0%

Table 4.6: Quality Improvement of ATDLNC,min` Over Competitions Using PKSDT-Miner
Dataset
SDTSQ by
SDTSQ by
SDTSQ by
Pair
(LNC, min`) (LNC, min) (LNC, total)
(BC:CN)
0.96
0.95
0.95
(BC:DH)
0.95
0.95
0.95
(BC:LB)
0.95
0.94
0.94
(BC:LM)
0.63
0.63
0.63
(BC:PC)
0.95
0.95
0.94
Average
0.89
0.88
0.88

dataset pairs.
Table 4.7 lists the “best” and “worst” weight vectors, which produce the highest and
lowest quality tree sets mined by PKSDT-Miner(LNC,min`), and the relative quality improvement of the best over the worst tree sets.
For (1), the average relative improvement is an impressive 4.8% and the largest is
20.5%. Hence the choice of weight vector has significant impact on the tree set quality
mined by KSDT-Miner.
For (2), we can see from Table 4.7 that no single weight vector is the best weight
vector for all dataset pairs. This reflects the fact that different dataset pairs have different
characteristics in terms of IG2, DS and AT D.
We now discuss which weight vectors may be better suited for which kinds of dataset
pairs. There are three cases. (A) For some dataset pairs (e.g., (LM:PC), weight vectors
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with high IG weight (and low DS weight, low AT D weight) tend to yield high quality
shared tree sets. (B) For some dataset pairs (e.g., (BC:DH), (BC:LM), (BC:PC)), weight
vectors with high DS weight (and low IG weight, low AT D weight) tend to yield high
quality shared trees. In contrast, (C) for some dataset pairs (e.g., (BC:CN), (BC:LB)),
weight vectors with high AT D weight (and low IG weight, low DS weight) tend to yield
high quality shared trees.
Table 4.7: Best/Worst Weight Vectors
Dataset
Pair
(BC:CN)
(BC:DH)
(BC:LB)
(BC:LM)
(BC:PC)
(CN:DH)
(CN:LB)
(CN:LM)
(CN:PC)
(DH:LB)
(DH:LM)
(DH:PC)
(LB:LM)
(LB:PC)
(LM:PC)
Average

4.5.4

Best
Weight Vector
(0.1,0.1,0.8)
(0.3,0.5,0.2)
(0.1,0.3,0.6)
(0.1,0.5,0.4)
(0.1,0.7,0.2)
(0.3,0.1,0.6)
(0.1,0.3,0.6)
(0.7,0.2,0.1)
(0.5,0.1,0.4)
(0.5,0.1,0.4)
(0.5,0.3,0.2)
(0.3,0.5,0.2)
(0.1,0.5,0.4)
(0.1,0.5,0.4)
(0.5,0.3,0.2)

Worst
Relative Quality
Weight Vector
Improvement
(0.7,0.2,0.1)
3.2%
(0.3,0.1,0.6)
2.2%
(0.3,0.4,0.3)
2.2%
(0.3,0.1,0.6)
12.5%
(0.7,0.2,0.1))
3.3%
(0.7,0.2,0.1)
1.1%
(0.5,0.1,0.4)
3.2%
(0.3,0.1,0.6)
1.1%
(0.1,0.5,0.4)
4.3%
(0.1,0.5,0.4)
1.1%
(0.1,0.5,0.4)
1.1%
(0.7,0.2,0.1)
5.6%
(0.7,0.2,0.1)
8.1%
(0.1,0.3,0.6)
2.2%
(0.1,0.7,0.2)
20.5%
4.8%

KSDT-Miner Using Multiple Weight Vectors

We now discuss how using multiple weight vectors can lead to superior performance than
using a single weight vector, and discuss how to efficiently mine the best shared tree sets
using a reduced set of weight vectors.
Table 4.8 shows the relative improvement of the tree quality obtained by the best
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weight vector over the tree quality obtained by a given single weight vector using SKSDTMiner(LNC,min`). Since the behaviors of certain weight vectors are quite similar to that of
others, this table includes only three weight vectors, namely (wIG ,wDS ,wAT D )=(0.1,0.5,0.4),
(0.3,0.4,0.3), (0.7,0.2,0.1). Indeed, the average relative quality improvement of “best from
all weight vectors” over the weight vector (0.1,0.5,0.4) for all dataset pairs is 2.5%, over
(0.3,0.4,0.3) is 2.9%, and over (0.7,0.2,0.1) is 7.3%. For some dataset pairs, the relative
improvement is about 37.3%.
Table 4.8: Using Multiple Weight Vectors vs Using Single Weight Vector
Dataset Pair
(BC:CN)
(BC:DH)
(BC:LB)
(BC:LM)
(BC:PC)
(CN:DH)
(CN:LB)
(CN:LM)
(CN:PC)
(DH:LB)
(DH:LM)
(DH:PC)
(LB:LM)
(LB:PC)
(LM:PC)
Average

(0.1,0.5,0.4)
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
6.3%
1.1%
1.0%
2.1%
1.1%
4.3%
2.2%
2.2%
2.2%
0%
0%
11.4%
2.5%

(0.3,0.4,0.3)
1.1%
1.1%
2.2%
1.5%
0%
0%
2.1%
15%
2.1%
2.2%
2.2%
2.2%
5.4%
1.1%
6.0%
2.9%

(0.7,0.2,0.1)
0%
0%
1.1%
19.6%
3.3%
10.1%
3.2%
37.3%
3.2%
10.5%
0%
5.6%
9.9%
5.6%
0%
7.3%

Table 4.8 also shows that the best weight vectors for the dataset pairs in our experiments belong to the set of {(0.1, 0.5, 0.4), (0.3, 0.4, 0.3), (0.7, 0.2, 0.1)}. Hence this reduced pool of weight vectors can serve as a substitute weight vector pool for more efficient
computation to mine high quality shared tree sets.
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4.5.5

Comparison of W V P1 and W V P2

Table 4.9 compares the quality scores of best shared decision tree sets using W V P2 with
W V P1 . From this table, we can see that W V P2 including 10 weight vectors has the same
performance as W V P1 containing 36 weight vectors. Therefore, in our experiments, we
use W V P2 by default since it takes less computation time.
Table 4.9: W V P1 vs. W V P2
Dataset Pair W V P1
(BC:CN)
0.96
(BC:LM)
0.67
(CN:DH)
0.97
(DH:LB)
0.95

4.5.6

W V P2
0.96
0.67
0.97
0.95

Comparison of High and Low Dimensional Dataset Pairs

In this section, we compare the quality of best shared decision tree sets mined from real
dataset pairs with very high dimensions and from small dataset pairs with very low dimensions. To generate low dimensional dataset pairs, we produce projected dataset pair
(D1 (Q), D2 (Q)) for a given data set pair (D1 : D2 ) by a given integer Q, where Di (Q) is
the projection of Di onto the first Q shared attributes (in alphabetical order) and the class.
For our experiments, we set Q to 100.
Table 4.10 shows the quality of best shared decision tree sets mined from whole dataset
pairs with high dimensions (denoted by SDTSQ(all)) and projectional dataset pairs with
only 100 attributes (denoted by SDTSQ(100)). The average improvement of SDTSQ(all)
over SDTSQ(100) is about 34.2%. From this table, we can see that one might miss the
high quality diversified shared decision trees if one only considers a small number of the
available features.
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Table 4.10: Comparison of High and Low Dimensional Dataset Pairs
Dataset SDTSQ
Pair
(all)
(BC:CN)
0.96
(BC:DH)
0.95
(BC:LB)
0.95
(BC:LM)
0.67
(BC:PC)
0.95
(CN:DH)
0.97
(CN:LB)
0.97
(CN:LM)
0.92
(CN:PC)
0.96
(DH:LB)
0.95
(DH:LM)
0.95
(DH:PC)
0.95
(LB:LM)
0.79
(LB:PC)
0.95
(LM:PC)
0.88
Average
0.92

4.5.7

SDTSQ
(100)
0.68
0.65
0.73
0.52
0.56
0.68
0.74
0.87
0.66
0.73
0.86
0.64
0.71
0.67
0.65
0.69

Relative Quality
Improvement
41.2%
46.2%
30.1%
28.8%
69.6%
42.6%
31.1%
5.7%
45.5%
30.1%
10.5%
48.4%
11.3%
41.8%
35.4%
34.6%

KSDT-Miner Outperforms SDT-Miner on SDTQ

Both KSDT-Miner and SDT-Miner can be used to mine a single high quality shared decision tree, where KSDT-Miner returns the best tree in the tree set it constructs. We now
discuss the KSDT-Miner and SDT-Miner regarding the quality of the best tree.
Table 4.11 shows the relative improvement of the best tree quality obtained by KSDTMiner over SDT-Miner. It shows KSDT-Miner leads to better performance than SDTMiner. Indeed, the average relative quality improvement of KSDT-Miner over SDT-Miner
for all dataset pairs is 13.8%. For some dataset pairs, the relative improvement is about
45.3%. Through more detailed comparison, the average relative improvement on DS of
KSDT-Miner over SDT-Miner for all dataset pairs is 3.2%, and on SA is 5.4%. Clearly,
better single shared decision tree can be mined when tree set diversity is considered.
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Table 4.11: Quality Improvement of Best Tree: KSDT-Miner over SDT-Miner
Dataset Pair
(BC:CN)
(BC:DH)
(BC:LB)
(BC:LM)
(BC:PC)
(CN:DH)
(CN:LB)
(CN:LM)
(CN:PC)
(DH:LB)
(DH:LM)
(DH:PC)
(LB:LM)
(LB:PC)
(LM:PC)
Average

4.5.8

SDTQ mined
SDTQ mined
by KSDT-Miner by SDT-Miner
0.98
0.92
0.98
0.95
0.96
0.84
0.76
0.63
0.97
0.90
0.96
0.89
0.99
0.92
0.93
0.68
0.97
0.86
0.97
0.84
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.89
0.77
0.74
0.96
0.83
0.93
0.73
0.94
0.84

Relative Quality
Improvement
6.5%
4.3%
14.3%
20.6%
9.0%
7.9%
8.8%
45.3%
12.8%
16.9%
0%
7.9%
8.5%
15.7%
29.2%
13.8%

Scalability of KSDT-Miner

We now evaluate the scalability of KSDT-Miner by examining how its computation time
changes when the number of tuples/attributes/trees increases.
The experiments use the following synthetic datasets: (a) For scalability w.r.t. the
number of tuples, we consider three series of synthetic dataset pairs, generated for P =10%,
20% and 40% respectively, from (LM:PC). The series for given P contains five dataset
pairs, namely (LMN,P : P CN,P ), containing resp. N = 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 tuples. (b)
For scalability w.r.t. the number of attributes, we consider three series of synthetic dataset
pairs, generated for P =10%, 20% and 40% respectively, from (LM600,P : P C600,P ). The
series for given P contains four dataset pairs obtained by respectively eliminating all but
the first 650, 1300, 2600, and 5200 attributes of (LM600,P : P C600,P ). (c) For scalability
w.r.t. the number of trees, we consider three series of synthetic dataset pairs, generated for
P =10%, 20% and 40% respectively, from (LM: PC). The series for given P are generated
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by six different tree numbers, which contains T = 1, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 trees resp..
Figure 4.10 - Figure 4.12 show that, for given P , the execution time increases roughly
linearly as the number of tuples/attributes/trees increases. Moreover, the execution time
increases slightly as the global change magnitude bound P increases.
30
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Figure 4.10: Execution Time vs Number of Tuples

4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter we motivated and formulated the diversified shared decision tree set mining
problem. Then we presented two variants of KSDT-Miner, including PKSDT-Miner and
SKSDT-Miner. The algorithms use novel ideas to address challenges caused by the high
diversity requirement, as well as the high shared classification accuracy and data distribution similarity requirement, and the need to optimize three objectives. We used experimen79
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Figure 4.11: Execution Time vs Number of Attributes

tal results to demonstrate that KSDT-Miner is able to mine high quality shared decision
trees, KSDT-Miner is scalable w.r.t. number of tuples/attributes/trees. We discussed how
KSDT-Miner performs when it uses a single weight vector and multiple weight vectors.
We also compared how KSDT-Miner performs when it adapts different AUSµ and ATDµ,α
measures, as well as different size of dataset pairs.
In previous chapters, we have focused on mining shared knowledge structures across
application domains. However, other than similarities, alignable differences are also very
important to trigger and assist analogical and creative thinking. In next chapter, we will
explore the possible approach to utilize alignable different knowledge structures among
multiple domains to help users better understand these applications.
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Figure 4.12: Execution Time vs Number of Trees
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The Alignable Difference Decision Trees
Mining Problem
In previous chapters, we have focused on mining shared/similar knowledge structures
across multiple datasets. However, other than similarities, alignable differences are also
very important to trigger and assist analogical and creative thinking. In this chapter, we
introduce alignable differences in general, propose the alignable difference decision tree
mining problem (AD2T) in particular, and then present the AD2T-Miner algorithm for solving the problem. Experimental results on microarray datasets for medicine are reported to
evaluate the algorithm, together with the mined alignable difference decision trees.

5.1

Introduction

In this section, several simple examples are drawn to introduce the basic concept of alignable
differences in general, and then we motivate the alignable difference decision tree mining
problem using the importance and usefulness of alignable difference knowledge structures
for understanding transfer, for analogical reasoning, and for creative thinking and hypothesis formation.
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5.1.1

Illustrating Alignable Differences by Examples

Gentner and Markman, who are well known cognitive scientists on analogy, defined “alignable
differences” as “differences that are connected to the common system” [21].
In the perspective of this dissertation, alignable differences indicate significant differences in the context of a large amount of similarities. Assume that we are given two
systems (diseases, concepts or processes), and each system is represented by a set of objects. The two systems have alignable differences if they contain significant shared similar
properties, structures, or behavior patterns, as well as some notable differences. Now we
use three examples to illustrate what alignable differences are.
• Example 1: This is an example of alignable differences given in [21].
Hotel and motel are considered as two different systems. They share a large amount
of similar properties, such as:
– people can live in hotel and motel;
– hotel and motel both have rooms;
– hotel and motel both provide services.
At the same time, it is noticed that there also exist notable differences between hotel
and motel, including:
– hotels are in cities, while motels are on the highway;
– customers stay longer in hotels than in motels;
– hotels have many floors, while motels only one or two and so on.
These notable differences are considered as alignable differences, since the differences exist on the basis of the high similarity between hotel and motel.
• Example 2: This example of alignable differences is about medicine.
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Based on medical research, the heart disease in men and the heart disease in women
are quite different. Such difference is an example of alignable differences. Naturally,
the heart disease is very similar for all human beings, which is the context of similarity; at the same time, for male patients or female patients, the heart disease may have
highly different symptoms.
• Example 3: In contrast to the example of hotel and motel (containing a large amount
of similarities and notable differences), it is very difficult to find similar behaviors
between magazines and kittens. However, enormous differences between them are
easy to be summarized, such as:
– you pet a kitten, but you don’t pet a magazine;
– kittens have fur while magazines don’t;
– you read a magazine, but you don’t read a kitten.
Based on the concept of alignable difference, these differences are not considered as
alignable differences, because we cannot find the shared/similar properties between
magazines and kittens.

5.1.2

Motivations

In previous chapters, the problems of mining shared/similar knowledge structures across
multiple datasets are motivated. The usefulness of shared decision tree mining is based on
the observation that high quality shared decision trees are common, easy to understand, and
informative knowledge structures, which characterize all underlying datasets and highlights
conceptual-level structural similarities among the datasets, and they can trigger and assist analogical and creative thinking. However, other than the structural similarities across
multiple datasets, alignable differences and aligable difference knowledge structures across
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multiple datasets are also very important and useful for understanding transfer, for analogical reasoning, and for creative thinking and hypothesis formation.
As depicted in previous literatures on psychology studies [21] [20], the focus on
alignable differences makes sense intuitively, for it leads to a focus on the notable differences in the context of similarities. For assisting analogical and creative thinking and
reasoning, the differences on the basis of high similarities are more important than the differences not associated with substantial similarities. Although the importance and usefulness of alignable differences have been recognized in many fields, such as psychology studies, cognitive research, there are no existing studies in literatures which consider alignable
differences in data mining research. Therefore, the problem of mining alignable knowledge
structures, especially in the form of alignable difference decision trees, is proposed in this
dissertation to fill this gap.

5.2

Problem Definition

In the previous section, we discuss alignable differences in general terms. In this section,
we introduce the definitions related to alignable difference decision trees, such as the concepts of similarity nodes, difference nodes, and the quality of alignable difference trees,
and also formulate the alignable difference decision tree mining problem, together with an
example of an alignable difference decision tree between two datasets.
Roughly speaking, an alignable difference decision tree is a decision tree containing
similarity nodes (SN) and differences nodes (DN) to reflect alignable differences in the
context of similar behaviors/patterns, which is mined from two applications (e.g., two different types of diseases). In such a decision tree, similarity nodes aim to indicate similar
behaviors between the two given applications, which can be treated in a similar way as the
internal nodes mined from shared decision tree algorithms. Meanwhile, there exist several
difference nodes where even the best shared splits are not associated with high similarities
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between the two given applications. With the occurrences of the similarity nodes and difference nodes, such a decision tree is defined as an alignable difference decision tree. In
alignable difference decision trees, both similarity nodes and difference nodes are important elements.
The two input datasets D1 and D2 for mining alignable difference decision trees
should have identical sets of classes and identical sets of attributes. Discussions are given
in Section 3.2 to deal with the situation that if D1 and D2 do not have identical classes and
attributes.

5.2.1

Similarity Nodes (SN)

Generally speaking, similarity nodes indicate similar behaviors between the two given
datasets. Similarity nodes in an alignable difference decision tree are as same as the internal nodes in a shared decision tree.
Definition 12 (Similarity Nodes (SN)). Decision tree nodes having high similarity node
quality between the two datasets are similarity nodes.
The similarity node quality (SNQ) of node V is defined as the average of information
gain at node V for two datasets (denoted by IG2) and the data distribution similarity at
the similarity node V (denoted by DSN ):

SNQ(V) =

1
1
∗ IG2(V) + ∗ DSN(V),
2
2

where the data distribution similarity DSN for two datasets at node V is defined in Section
3.2.
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5.2.2

Difference Nodes (DN)

Roughly speaking, if the similarity node quality (SN Q) for the candidate split node is
equal or less than a pre-designed quality threshold (QT ), this node is a difference node;
otherwise, it is a similarity node.
The data distribution difference at a given difference node V (denoted by DDN ) is
to capture behavior differences between two datasets. Formally, it can be obtained by
subtracting the data distribution similarity (DSN ) at node V from 1, and it is defined by:

DDN(V) = 1 − DSN(V).

We now turn to define difference nodes.
Definition 13 (Difference Nodes (DN)). Decision tree nodes with high difference node
quality between the two datasets are difference nodes.
The difference node quality (DNQ) of node V is defined as the average of information
gain at node V for two datasets (denoted by IG2) and the data distribution difference at
the difference node V (denoted by DDN ):

DNQ(V) =

1
1
∗ IG2(V) + ∗ DDN(V).
2
2

Having the notions related to similarity nodes and differences nodes, we are now ready
to introduce the concept of alignable difference decision trees.
Definition 14 (Alignable Difference Decision Trees (AD2T)). Decision trees that contain high quality similarity nodes (SN) and notable high quality difference nodes (DN) are
alignable difference decision trees.
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For illustration, Figure 5.1 presents the rough shape of an alignable difference decision
tree between two datasets. This alignable difference tree includes two similarity nodes and
one difference node. The leaf nodes of difference nodes may have opposite class labels
for the two given datasets, because there are different classification decisions for difference
nodes.
Remarks: Although the alignable difference decision trees are supposed to contain
similarity nodes and difference nodes, they may still be alignable difference decision trees
when there only exists similarity node. This extreme scenario may happen when the similarity node quality is large than the quality threshold for every internal node.

Figure 5.1: An Alignalbe Difference Decision Tree

5.2.3

The Alignable Difference Decision Tree Mining Problem

To define the alignable difference decision tree mining problem, we first need to define
the following two concepts: the classification accuracy for a given alignable difference
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decision tree, and the data distribution quality for the tree, which are used to define the
quality of alignable difference decision trees.
Roughly speaking, the classification accuracy for an alignable difference decision tree
is the minimum of the two classification accuracies of the two given datasets.
Definition 15. The classification accuracy (CA) of an alignable difference decision tree T
for dataset pair (D1 : D2 ) is defined as:

CA(T ) = min(AccD1 (T ), AccD2 (T )),

(5.1)

where AccDi (T ) is the accuracy of T on Di , whose detailed information is discussed in
Section 3.2.
Generally speaking, the data distribution quality (DQ) of an alignable difference decision tree is the sum of average distribution similarity at all similarity nodes (DSN ) and
average distribution difference at all difference nodes (DDN ).
Definition 16. The data distribution quality of an alignable difference decision tree T for
dataset pair (D1 : D2 ) is defined as:

DQ(T) = avg (DSN(V)) + avg (DDN(V)),
V∈VS

V∈VD

where VS , VD are respectively the set of similarity nodes and difference nodes of T .
In terms of the classification accuracy and the data distribution quality, we are now
able to define the quality of alignable difference decision trees.
Definition 17. The quality of an alignable difference decision tree T (AD2TQ) is defined as
the harmonic mean of the tree data distribution quality (DQ(T )) and the tree classification
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accuracy (CA(T )). In formula, we have:

AD2T Q(T ) =

1
DQ(T )

2
+

.
1
CA(T )

We are now ready to define the alignable difference decision tree mining problem.
Definition 18 (The Alignable Difference Decision Tree Mining Problem (AD2T)).
Given two datasets D1 and D2 with identical sets of classes and identical sets of attributes,
the AD2T problem is to mine an alignable difference decision tree T with high AD2TQ(T ).
For illustration, an example of a high quality alignable difference decision tree mined
(by our algorithms) from real (cancer) dataset pair (LB:LM) is given in Figure 5.2. From
this alignable difference tree, it is observed that the tree has very high quality (of 91%),
and has very high data distribution quality (of 85%) on data from datasets D1 and D2 .
Moreover, the leaf nodes of the tree are very pure for each dataset with dominating majority
class (about 98%).

Figure 5.2: Alignable Difference Decision Tree Mined from (LB:LM)
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In this dissertation, alignable difference decision trees are required to have the following properties: Paths from the root to leaves can go through from similarity nodes to
difference nodes, however, they cannot go back to similarity nodes once they arrive difference nodes.

5.3

AD2T-Miner

This section presents Alignable Difference Decision Tree Miner (AD2T-Miner), to solve the
alignable difference decision tree mining problem. Although AD2T-Miner is structurally
similar to the shared decision tree mining algorithms such as SDT-Miner, it has quite a few
novel ideas.
As discussed on shared decision tree and tree sets mining in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4,
the algorithms make the selections of splitting attributes to maximize an objective function
that combines information gain and data distribution similarity on two datasets. While the
attributes with maximal objective function scores may be optimal choices for each node,
they may not turn out to be the best selections for whole decision trees since an attribute
may be highly useful in more than one node. Our AD2T-Miner builds a set of alignable
difference decision trees by considering each of the top M attributes for each tree node,
and the tree with the highest quality score is selected as the result tree.
For illustration, Figure 5.3 demonstrates an example of candidate aligable difference
decision trees mined using top 2 candidate attributes at each node. Assume that each tree
contains two nodes to be split. For example, from four possible candidate alignable difference trees, we can select the tree with the highest quality score as the desired alignable
difference decision tree.
We now discuss how AD2T-Miner splits nodes.
For each node, the most basic operations are: (1) to determine the type of the node:
similarity node or difference node, and (2) to select an attribute and a value to split the tree
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(a) Tree T1

(b) Tree T2

(c) Tree T3

(d) Tree T4

Figure 5.3: Candidate Alignable Difference Decision Trees
node. The selected attribute is one of the top M candidate attributes with respect to an
appropriate measure to be discussed below.
For (1), to determine if a node belongs to similarity nodes or difference nodes, we
first assume this node is a similarity node. We compute the similarity node quality (SN Q)
of the best split at the node, and then compare the quality with our fixed quality threshold
(QT ). The type is identified according to the comparison results.
• The node is a similarity node when SN Q > QT ;
• The node is a difference node when SN Q ≤ QT .
For (2), after recognizing the type of a node in an alignable difference decision tree,
we make selections in terms of the node type.
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• When the node is considered as a similarity node, the attribute selection objective
function is the same as that of SDT-Miner. AD2T-Miner makes the selection from
the top M attributes with repect to the objective function, that combines information
gain and data distribution similarity on two datasets.
• When the node is considered as a difference node, AD2T-Miner makes the selection
from the top M attributes with respect to the following objective function, that combines information gain and data distribution quality on two datasets. We select a tree
node V by picking the split attribute and split value that is ranked among the top M
IDN scoring function defined by:

IDN (A, aV ) = wIG ∗ IG2(A, aV ) + wDQ ∗ DDN (A, aV ),

where A and aV are resp. a candidate splitting attribute/value, IG2(A, aV ) is the information gain for two datasets when A and aV are used to split V , and DDN (A, aV )
is the average of the two DDN values for the two children nodes of V when A and
aV are used to split V . It combines them using a weighted sum based on a weight
vector w = (wIG , wDQ ), to tradeoff the two factors.
Moreover, AD2T-Miner is designed to control other factors for build alignable difference decision trees, such as the minimum level number of difference node occurrences, and
the number of similarity or difference nodes in alignable difference decision trees. Through
controlling these factors, we can better understand the given datasets, and adjust the mined
trees according to users’ requirements.
AD2T-Miner has the following inputs: Two datasets D1 and D2 , a set AttrSet of
candidate attributes that can be used in alignable difference trees, a number M indicating
that the top M candidate attributes can be selected as split attributes at each node, a level
number LevelN o that allows the occurrences of difference nodes at or after that level, a
quality threshold QT that distinguishes difference nodes from similarity nodes, a dataset
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size threshold M inSize for node-splitting termination, and a weight vector w. AD2TMiner calls AD2TNode (Function 4) recursively to build an alignable difference decision
tree.
Algorithm 1. SDT-Miner
Input: (D1 : D2 ): Two datasets
AttrSet: Set of candidate attributes that can be used
M : The number of candidate attributes to be selected as split attributes at each node
LevelN o: Minimal level number that allows the occurrences of difference nodes
QT : Quality threshold for distinguishing difference nodes from similarity nodes
M inSize: Dataset size threshold for splitting termination
w = (wIG , wDQ ): Weight vector on IG2 and DQ
Output: A set of alignable difference decision trees for D1 and D2
Method:
1. Create root node Vp for each tree Tp using the top pth attribute
as splitting attribute (1 ≤ p ≤ M );
2. For p = 1 to M
3.
Call AD2TNode(Vp , Tp , D1 , D2 , AttrSet, M, LevelN o, QT, M inSize, w);
4. End of For Loop
5. Output the set of alignable difference decision trees.

AD2TNode splits the data of a tree node V by picking the top M candidate attribute
and split value that optimize the IDS or IDN scoring function for similarity nodes or
difference nodes.
The IDS function is defined as:

IDS (A, aV ) = wIG ∗ IG2(A, aV ) + wDQ ∗ DSN (A, aV ).

The IDN function is defined as:

IDN (A, aV ) = wIG ∗ IG2(A, aV ) + wDQ ∗ DDN (A, aV ).

AD2TNode also needs, strictly speaking, the sizes of the complete input datasets D1
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and D2 of AD2T-Miner, which are omitted in the parameter list for the sake of simplicity.
Function 1. AD2TNode(Vp , Tp , D1 , D2 , AttrSet, M, LevelN o, QT, M inSize, w)
1. If TerminateCheck(V, D10 , D20 , M inSize, AttrSet) then assign
the majority class in D10 and D20 as class label of V and return;
2. For n = 1 to M do
3. Duplicate a new tree that has the same tree structure of Tp ;
4. If SN Q(V ) > QT
// node V is a similarity node
5.
Select the attribute B and value bV that achieve the top nth IDS scores, that is
IDS (B,bV ) = top nth {IDS (A,aV ) | A ∈ AttrSet, and aV is a common
candidate split value for A at V };
// use B and bV as the splitting attribute and value for V
6. If SN Q(V ) ≤ QT
// node V is a difference node
7.
Select the attribute B and value bV that achieve the top nth IDN scores, that is
IDD (B,bV )=top nth {IDD (A,aV ) | A ∈ AttrSet, and aV is a common
candidate split value for A at V };
// use B and bV as the splitting attribute and value for V
// compute the left subtree of V
8.
Create left child node Vl of V , with “B ≤ bV ” as the corresponding
edge’s label, let Dil0 = {t ∈ Di0 | t satisfies “B ≤ bV ”} for i = 1, 2,
0
0
and AD2TNode(Vl , D1l
, D2l
, Tp , AttrSet, M, LevelN o, QT, M inSize, w);
// compute the right subtree of V
9.
Create right child node Vr of V , with “B > bV ” as the corresponding
0
= {t ∈ Di0 | t satisfies “B > bV ”} for i = 1, 2,
edge’s label, let Dir
0
0
, Tp , AttrSet, M, LevelN o, QT, M inSize, w).
, D2r
and call AD2TNode(Vr , D1r
10. End of For Loop

5.4

Experimental Evaluation

This section uses experimental results to evaluate AD2T-Miner on Microarray Datasets for
medicine. Specifically, this section demonstrates that (1) AD2T-Miner is able to mine high
quality alignable difference decision trees; (2) how AD2T-Miner performs when it uses
generated dataset pairs. It discusses the impact of several factors on the quality and structure of alignable difference trees, such as the choice of factor M to control the number
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of candidate attributes to be selected as split attributes at each node, the choice of factor LevelN o to set up the minimal level number allowing the occurrences of difference
nodes, and the choice of factor QT to adjust the quality threshold for distinguishing difference nodes from similarity nodes. Moreover, it also discusses the problem of mining
unique knowledge structures, especially in the form of unique decision trees, and shows
the usefulness of unique knowledge structure for identifying the distinctions across multiple datasets.
In the experiments, we set AttrSet = {A | rank1 (A)+rank2 (A) is among the smallest 20% of all shared attributes, where ranki (A) is the position of A when Di ’s attributes
are listed in decreasing IG order}. In general, for dataset pairs (D1 : D2 ) with small
datasets (having less than 150 tuples), 3 is a reasonable M inSize value; for other dataset
pairs, we normally choose M inSize = 0.02 ∗ min(|D1 |, |D2 |). By default, AD2T-Miner
sets LevelN o to 2 (which requires that difference nodes can only occur at or later than
level 2), M to 3 (which means the top three candidate attributes can be selected as split
attributes for each internal node), and QT to 0.8 (which indicates that 0.8 is the threshold to distinguish difference nodes from similarity nodes). Moreover, AD2T-Miner uses
T 1P to avoid tree overfitting, and uses W V P (0.1) weight vector pool to trade off the two
factors (including information gain and data distribution quality). The dataset pairs used
in experiments are described in Section 3.5. Experiments were conducted on a 2.20 GHz
AMD Athlon with 3 GB memory running Windows XP. The codes were implemented in
Matlab.

5.4.1

AD2T-Miner Mines High Quality Alignable Difference Decision
Trees

AD2T-Miner is designed to mine alignable decision trees with high quality. This section
uses experiments to demonstrate that AD2T-Miner does well in meeting that goal for sev-
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eral dataset pairs, based on the quality scores achieved by AD2T-Miner and high quality
alignable difference trees mined from microarray dataset pairs.
Table 5.1 lists the quality scores1 , and the associated DQ and CA values, of the best
alignable difference decision tree mined by AD2T-Miner from the dataset pairs listed in
Table 3.5.
Table 5.1: Quality of Best Alignable Difference Decision Trees Mined by AD2T-Miner
Dataset Pair
BC: CN
BC: DH
BC: LB
BC: LM
BC: PC
CN: DH
CN: LB
CN: LM
CN: PC
DH: LB
DH: LM
DH: PC
LB: LM
LB: PC
LM: PC
Average*

DQ
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.95
0.98
0.98
0.64
0.96
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.85
0.89
0.95
0.94

CA AD2TQ
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.89
0.94
0.74
0.84
0.95
0.95
0.93
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.98
0.77
0.92
0.94
0.89
0.94
0.97
0.98
0.94
0.95
0.98
0.91
0.98
0.93
0.82
0.88
0.92
0.93

Among alignable difference decision trees mined by AD2T-Miner from all fifteen
dataset pairs, it is observed from experimental results that the trees mined from dataset pairs
(CN:LM) and (LB:LM) contain difference nodes, under the default AD2T-Miner setting.
For other dataset pairs, the trees are as same as the shared decision trees mined by SDTMiner. The reason is: at every internal node of these trees, the similarity node quality is
larger than the default quality threshold. Therefore, these nodes are split using the best
shared split attributes. However, the mined trees will be different when the controlled
1

Harmonic mean is used to calculate the quality scores for our AD2T-Miner, and other possible quality
measures can be used.
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factors change. For example, the increase of M , the decrease of QT or the increase of
LevelN o.
Figures 5.2 shows an alignable decision tree mined by AD2T-Miner from dataset pairs
(LB:LM). The tree has fairly high DQ, CA and quality score. For similarity nodes, the data
of the two corresponding datasets have very similar data distributions at the tree nodes.
In contrast, for difference nodes, the data of the two corresponding datasets have almost
opposite data distributions at the tree nodes. Meanwhile, the leaf nodes are very pure for
each dataset (with dominating majority classes).
Clearly we cannot expect to mine high quality alignable difference decision trees containing notable difference nodes for all dataset pairs; we can only hope to mine alignable
difference decision trees from the dataset pairs which are difficult to mine high quality
shared decision trees.

5.4.2

AD2T-Miner on Generated Datasets

From Table 5.1 and the discussion in the previous section, we can see that for some pairs
of datasets, it is difficult to mine high quality alignable difference decision trees involving
high quality difference nodes. This is because the quality of shared decision trees mined
from those dataset pairs already achieve a fairly high scores. To address this, and to help us
get a better understanding of how the quality scores of alignable difference decision trees
behave, we generate some synthetic datasets from the microarray datasets, whose shared
decision trees are expected to have poor quality.
Roughly speaking, we try to build dataset pairs where each class of a given dataset is
paired with its opposing class of the same dataset. We have done the following: For each
microarray dataset D and a percentage number p, let Dp be the dataset obtained as follows:
First, let Dp be a copy of D. Then, we randomly select p percent of the tuples of the first
class of Dp and change their class label to the second class, and similarly (simultaneously)
randomly select p percent of the tuples of the second class of Dp and change their class
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label to the first class.
To compare the quality scores between shared decision trees and alignable difference
decision tree mined from generated datasets, Table 5.2 lists quality scores, and the associated DS and SA values, of the best shared decision trees mined by SDT-Miner from the
generated dataset pairs, and Table 5.3 lists quality scores, and the associated DQ and CA
values, of the best alignable difference decision trees mined by AD2T-Miner.
Table 5.2: Tree Quality Mined by SDT-Miner on Generated Dataset Pairs
Dataset Pair
BC:BC95%
CN:CN95%
DH:DH95%
LB:LB95%
LM:LM95%
PC:PC95%
Average*

DS
0.98
0.93
0.91
0.65
0.58
0.93
0.83

SA SDTQ
0.52 0.68
0.42 0.57
0.45 0.60
0.25 0.36
0.15 0.24
0.46 0.41
0.38 0.51

Table 5.3: Tree Quality Mined by AD2T-Miner on Generated Dataset Pairs
Dataset Pair
BC:BC95%
CN:CN95%
DH:DH95%
LB:LB95%
LM:LM95%
PC:PC95%
Average*

DQ
0.98
0.65
0.65
0.57
0.56
0.93
0.63

CA AD2TQ
0.52
0.68
0.68
0.66
0.75
0.70
0.90
0.70
0.96
0.71
0.46
0.61
0.71
0.68

From Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, we can see that the quality scores, and the associated classification accuracy values, of the best alignable difference decision trees mined by
AD2T-Miner from generated dataset pairs are higher than those of the best shared decision
trees mined by SDT-Miner, and that is also true on average. Therefore, it is confirmed that
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AD2T-Miner is able to mine alignable difference decision trees with fairly high quality decision trees from some dataset pairs, when the quality of shared decision trees mined from
these dataset pairs are tended to be poor. For example, the shared decision tree mined by
SDT-Miner from (LM : LM 95%) has DS = 0.58, SA = 0.15 and SDT Q = 0.24. It
is shown that the quality of this shared decision tree is very low, which indicates that we
cannot find good split attributes for shared decision tree. However, the alignable difference
tree mined from this generated dataset pair has fairly high tree quality, where DQ = 0.56,
CA = 0.96 and AD2T Q = 0.71. However, it is observed that the data distribution quality
scores of the alignable difference decision trees may become a little bit worse compared
with the data distribution similarity scores of the shared decision trees. We may need to
conduct more research to find a way to explain this issue in future.

5.4.3

Impact of Several Factors in AD2T-Miner

AD2T-Miner is able to adjust the values of several factors so that the mined alignable
difference decision trees may better satisfy the different requirements for various scenarios.
For example, three factors can be controlled by AD2T-Miner: (1) LevelN o that allows the
occurrences of difference nodes from that level; (2) M that determines the top M candidate
attributes as split attributes for each internal node, and (3) QT that indicates the minimal
quality threshold to distinguish difference nodes from similarity nodes. We elaborate on
each of the three factors below.
For (1), AD2T-Miner sets LevelN o to 2. Keeping the root node of an alignable difference decision tree as an similarity node is used to maintain the property that the alignable
differences exist in the context of similarities. If the root node can be considered as difference node, the decision tree is an unique decision tree, which will be discussed in the next
section.
Meanwhile, AD2T-Miner can also adjust the value of LevelN o to a larger value so
that more similarity nodes are occurred in the tree. However, this may lead to very few
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difference nodes contained in that tree. Thus the alignable differences across the two given
datasets can not be well presented. To address this issue, we may need to restrict the number
of total similarity nodes in order to maintain the alignable differences.
For (2), AD2T-Miner sets M to 3. This number is selected on the basis of experimental
results. 3 is a reasonable number considering computing complexity and the quality of
alignable difference decision trees. If the value of M is too high, the number of candidate
trees is huge. For example, the number of candidate trees is 1010 when the tree contains 10
internal nodes and M is 10. Therefore, according to the size of tree, selecting a good M is
very important.
For (3), AD2T-Miner sets QT to 0.8. QT is designed to distinguish difference nodes
from similarity nodes. In fact, it is very difficult to search the boundaries between both
types of nodes. This option is made since 0.8 is able to produce alignable difference decision trees with high quality difference nodes and similarity nodes.

5.4.4

Unique Decision Trees

As discussed in previous section, alignable difference decision trees may contain both similarity nodes and difference nodes, or they may only contain similarity nodes. However,
the restriction of containing similarity nodes can be removed. Such decision trees including
only difference nodes are unique decision trees. Although our current focuses are mainly on
alignable difference decision trees involving similarity nodes and difference nodes, unique
decision trees are also very important and useful for recognizing the differences among
multiple applications.
For illustration, Figure 5.4 presents the rough shape of an unique decision tree between
two datasets. Each node in this unique decision tree is a difference node.
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Figure 5.4: An Unique Decision Tree

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we motivated the alignable difference decision tree mining problem using
importance of alignable difference for psychology studies, and for assisting analogy based
thinking and reasoning. Then we formulated this problem and presented our AD2T-Miner
algorithm to solve this problem, using novel ideas to determine and split similarity nodes
and difference nodes. We used experimental results to show that AD2T-Miner is able to
mine high quality alignable difference decision trees. We examined how AD2T-Miner
performs when generated dataset pairs are used, where those generated dataset pairs tends
to build shared decision trees with very low quality scores. We also discussed the impact
of several factor on the quality of alignable difference decision trees, and unique decision
trees.
In this dissertation, we introduced shared and alignable difference knowledge structures. On the basis of these two knowledge sturctures, the following challenges can be
addressed:
1. When high quality shared, alignable difference, and unique decision trees are mined
from two application/datasets, what properties these datasets may contain.
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2. When one type of high quality knowledge structures is able to be mined, and other
types of high quality knowledge structures are difficult to be mined, what properties these
datasets may include.
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Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions
This dissertation studied the problem of mining shared and alignable difference knowledge
structures, especially in the form of decision trees, across multiple datasets. The study
is motivated by the importance and usefulness for understanding transfer, for analogy in
human reasoning, and for creative thinking and hypothesis formation. The importance and
usefulness are supported by research from psychology and cognitive science.
For shared knowledge structures, we first focused on the shared decision tree mining
problem, which aims to build a high quality shared decision tree with high classification
accuracy and high data distribution similarity. However, observations from our SDT-Miner
experimental results indicated that one shared decision tree may only present a limited
view of shared behaviors between two given datasets. In order to help users to select from
multiple diversified perspectives on shared knowledge structures, we then proposed the
diversified shared decision tree set mining problem, whose goal is to mine a small set of k
(≥1) diversified high quality shared decision trees. Besides requiring each tree in the set
to have high classification accuracy and highly similar data distributions in two datasets,
different trees in the set are also required to be highly different from each other. Algorithms
to solve these two problems were discussed in this dissertation, and experimental results
on microarray datasets for disease/treatment were reported to evaluate these algorithms.
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For alignable difference knowledge structures, we proposed the alignable difference
decision tree mining problem. In our perspective, alignable differences indicate significant
differences in the context of a large amount of similarities. In this dissertation, we introduced alignable differences in general, and motivated and formulated the alignable difference decision tree mining problem in particular. We proposed the AD2T-Miner algorithm
for solving the problem. Experimental results on microarray datasets for medicine were
reported to evaluate the algorithm. We believe that the alignable difference decision trees
and unique decision trees are also very important and useful for recognizing similarities,
alignable differences, and differences among multiple applications.
Quite a few novel ideas were proposed in this dissertation to formulate and solve
the problems of mining shared and alignable difference decision trees. For example, the
concept of characterizing classification rule set, several quality factors for evaluating the
quality of shared and alignable difference decision trees, the weight-vector pool idea, and
so on.
Future research questions include: Consider mining other forms of shared knowledge
structures, including correlation/association patterns, contrast (emerging) patterns, graphlike interaction patterns, hidden Markov models, Markov logic formulas, conditional random fields, Bayesian networks, clusterings, and so on. Other types of knowledge contrasting multiple datasets (e.g., unique knowledge and unique decision trees which are valid
in one dataset but not in the other datasets) can be mined. It is also important to study
other foundation issues for shared knowledge structure mining, including development and
analysis of quality evaluation metrics. Finally, it is clearly of interest to collaborate with domain experts to utilize/evaluate/improve the shared knowledge structure mining techniques
in medical/scientific investigations.
We believe that data mining for knowledge transfer should not be limited to learning
transfer. We hope that this work will help expand the knowledge transfer mining area, by
using mined knowledge structures for direct human consumption and potentially support-
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ing research by analogy.
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